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Tbe Paburab Etitning un.
in

any kind
to alAnd it can do a lot of damagefora".
of
falfa. It should be gotten under
cover immediately after curing and
those animals which chew the cud.
will be injured If they graze on the
uncut fields. It is a splendid food
for hogs and horses. Especially is it
good for breeding hogs. Cattle fed
on alfalfa took the first prises at
Chicago teed St. Louis.
Mr. *70burn gave figures ou the
prices obtained for alfalfa. One field
of _ten acres Lit oue seasion returned
$1,184. That was for the seed, straw
and all, lie closed by commending
particularly a booklet issued by Commissioner Vreeland on the subject of
alfalfa.
Friday Afternoon.
Three lecture* were goen Friday
afternoon. They were all interesting
aud highly instructive.
Prof. G. I. Christie. of Larayette.
Ind., spoke on "Seed Corn Selection."
and gave his audience many new
Ideas. He said that the yield to the
acre in Kentucky is too low for corn,
and that the profits of the crop ran
little over the cost of production.
Our farmers should get seed • corn
adapted tip their sotto and us a means
of ascertaining that fact, he suggested that each county have an experiment tract on which the different
varieties grown in the eounty could
be tested and the one best suited to
that soil, found
Prof. Christie had several charts
to illustrate his talk. They were
enlarged photographs of the whole
ears of corn, of split ears of grains
and growing stalks. As a means of
finding the value of the seed, he said
a few from an ear of corn could be
germinated. That would show the
quality of the bushel. He said a
perfect ear of corn was nearly the
same else at both ends, and that the
grains in themiddle of the ear would
produce the largest and best ears.
Seed corn should be shelled by hand
and the few grains on the tip and
butt should not be used. Before
putting the seed in the planter the
Trinreirnelelet beeelelardfett fr
the shallow grains, which
would
make. the planter work better and
the crop more uniform. In shelling
the corn, it would be easy to separate the different glee of grains.
Prof. W. I, Ouse, of the Washington department, -spoke next and had
"Seed Adulteration" as his subject.
Just aa Professor Allen in the morning 'hewed the dangers and fraud of
adulterate* is food stuffs so
Ail
Profaner Gees Stow the dangers and
adulteration, lie said
frauds Of
lessee e
Winds of adulterants
. They are, crushed quartz
poor seeds are mixed with the good
seed, and totally different seeds but
which look alike, are mixed and sold
for the pure article. He said we get
enormous quantities from
Europe
an da large per eentum of European
seeds are adulterated with the worst
kinds of weed seeds. Also that the
stringent seed laws of Europe re-

freely curing
COBURN SPEAKS
TO BIG AUDIENCE
Famous Kansas Agriculturalist On Alfalfa.
, of Farmers' InLast Dere Sessions.
stitute Show Rest Attendance
of All.
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BLOODY REVENGE
OF CAR REPAIRER

•

5,

e

Will Be Laid on Reunite ay From
Fifth to Fourth.

the sudden
ently miraculous ability to talk in a
and
tongue?'"
or
language before unknown to the
worehipper, Is the latest phase of
the Parham apostolic movement at
Zion City. No less than 24 converts
are said to have had the "experience." Last night at a largely atmeeting Hubert Grant. forCuba And All West Indies tended
of tiuttam a.
merly stenographer for Dowie, was Dr. A. D. Purdy.
giving "testimony" before the peo-Lose Millions.
Probably Will Die,
ple when he stopped, a pallor swept
He DOS* his face and he commenced to
lit - -a strange iseriguaRei tirant
Shipping Suffers Most erverely end had barely taken his seat when an- Officer Was Serving Warrants, When
Lone of Life Heavy Among
He Claims Dr. Purely Threat.
other convert, James Lang, arose
Merchant Vessel*.
cued HMI.
and talked in Chinese.

CLASS

"Par'SHOT IN THE HEAD
BY TOWN MARSHAL

DAMAGE CAUSED
BY GREAT STORK

The board of public •orks )esteiday afternoon granted the Paducah
Traction teatalimay the Privilege of
tearing up Broadway from Fifth
Assaults inspector at Early Street to Fourth street for double
tracking, the et:Pupae) to relay the
Hour This Morning.
block
square with Puritan
brick.
The franchise for the traction COM UAW' ZilIta it keteer to sheath! track
Ed Friel& Knocked 1)outi anal Renters ou Broadway where it is paved, and
last year it doubled tracked trout
By elan Whoni He Discharged
Ninth street to Fifth street, This
Thursday'.
eompletes the double track from the
The curve
river to Neath_eatreet
Fourth street
leading into North
'FLORIDA
ESCAPE. Crew Broadway will be Luken up,
Sl.t RES
ASSAILANT

Ed Fries, of Mechaniesburg a car
inspector employed at night in the
local Illinois Central shop yards, eas
attacked .last night by a man whom
he had caused to be discharged, and
15 lying at his home suffering front
sounds Inflicted with some blunt instrument thought to have been brass
knucks. He is nut seriously injured,
but will be disabled for some time.
Priem has a force of men under
hint, and two nights ago Sam Vineati
reported in an intoxicated condition.
Friels sent hint hoine and reported
the incident to his superiors. Immediately BinSon received his discharge'.
At 1 o'clock this morning, just before the Cairn freight pulled out of
the yards, Feels was making an inspection of the cars. He was in the
middle of the train when some one
stepped out from behind a car and
attacked him
FrIels was unarmed and taken by
surprise. No one eas near to aid
him and the man whom Feels says
he recognised as ‘'Inson.
continued
his assault
The Inspector was firer struck oa
the cheek with auflivieut force to fell
hint
He arose and reveived a blow
tereeright-wide of
instrument cut to the skull Several
more blows were dealt the inspector
before his assailant stopped
Escape was effected we the Cairo
train which pulled out before Friela
could report the matter. .
Special Policeman Dick Tolbert
Wag called out of his bed at 2 o'clock
but was unable to do anything morr
than telegraph ahead. to intercept the
Digitise. At Cairo he could not be
(eyed.
Friel* appeared at the pollee staOa this morning and swore out a
warrant against Vinson charging amlicio,us assault, with intent to kill. He
charges that brae* knucks were used.

ENERGETIC

0

DOUBLE TILICh

NfltS. NIEVER.4
(*OAST

IS

VISITED

I'URDk

FOUGHT

WITH el lerle

ls Sowed From the Gallow'. for a Fee
Months.

.
As the result of a chain of circutn.
Washita:ton, D. C,, Oct. 20.-.---Justice Brewer, of the supreme court of stances following a tine in the police
the United States today declined to. court at Kuttawa, Dr. A. D. Purdy.
either issue or deny the application one of the best known physicians in
.eDellITTED TO elleeletEltsHIP
for a writ of error, presented by the this section. is lying at his home in
(701A)ttED t'ONFEItEN('E.
woman's attorneys in the can of that town with a bullet wound in his
Mrs. Agee Meyers, who is undet brain. and Marshal W. H. McCollum.
Miami. Fla., Oct. 20.—Ceptain sentence of death on a charge
of who has more than one victim to the
cerdit of his aim, is his anallant.
Bravo,
of
Lucie.
says
he
anthe
St.
murdering
her
husband
In
Kansas
11,-port
of
Finance
Makes
Board
of
The shooting took place yesterday
veered
on
the
lee
side
of
Igilott's
Key,
City.
Brewer
said
It
would be necFume. on Hand— Seeignment
25 miles south of Miami, Thursday easery to have a more complete rec- afternoon about 3 o'clock in front of
of Ministers.
morning, and that soon after a tidal ord of tit, case before passing upon the hotel, when Marshal McCollum
wave engulfed the eland. He says It. This decision will have. the ef- went to arrest Dr. Purdy for assaultthere are 250 residents on the island, fect of seeing the woman a respite ing D. B. Green, judge of the pollee
The venerable Bishop Isaac Lane all of whom were loot. The St. Lucie of at least two or three months. She court. The bullet from McCollum's
gave some sr/poke:me truths for the was crushed by the same wave and was to have been hanged on the revolver entered Dr. Purdy's forehead and came out his skull about
guidance of ministers every where in of 100 paseengers on board 25 were 26th instant.
three inches away. Surgeons operataddressing a cesso_of young minis- killed. Bravo as.. seriously Injured.
ters just admitted-1p foil member- A barge containing 100 people is
UN1()Ne IS 1.1111.MED. ed on the wound, but the result is
still in doubt.
ship in the colored conference lit said to have been torn away front its
Marshal McCollum claims that Dr.
session at Magee* Chapel in this mooriags at Eilott's Key and alter- Switelitendere Legites or Armies's,
Purdy made a threatening gesture
city. The class ts commeed of D H. wards picked up near Bahama isseek
Better
and
Hours.
Wages
passenger1 having
when told he was under arrest.
Anderon, C. L. Howard. H. S. Mc- lands, 50 of the
been drpwned.
Dr. Purdy was fined a short time
Culley and I. R. Bayliess
Chicago. III , Oct 20.— The Switch.
ago in Judge Green's court and reBefore the largest audience of the
The. joint beard of nuance made
tenders'
Union,
the
first
organisation
Death and Deetructiote.
Institnate F. D. Coburn, of Topeka.
a partial report showing a total of
of this class of railroad eniployee in sented the action. It is claimed he
San Salvador, Oct. 20.--Tempests
Kansas, secretary of the Kansas
Conference. claims amounting to
the
country, was perfected last night threatened personal satisfaction, and
have raged ,n','ssantls for ten days
state board of agriculture, talked for
$1.425 have been raised. Of this
at
a
largely attended meeting at lit be met Judge Green for the first
throughout the republic moulting In
more thee an hour this martens at
amount $896 80 goes to the general
South Clerk street. The new union time yesterday afternoo vb Tmcrue
great loge of life and destruction of
the elty hal: qn the subject of "Alfund and $136 goes to the continstarts out with a membership of near_ time yesterday after the court emcatie end rem's. The Salvadorean
emistad-assa--Da....
•
o t it leaan or war,-TkaRo was-TIT—
Mr. Coburn% address was the only
The board of finance is composed
ganizatIon. which bee gained for it Purdy. struck Judge Green ,n the
face, cutting his nose.
one to the morning session. This afof the Rev. J. W McClure. Trenton;
Guatemala and Honduras also have the facetious though not unkindly
A warrant was sworn out for Or,
ternoon, the last 'session of the 14Prof. J. W. Brouaugh, Madisonville: suffered severely. It is said the intended sobriquet of the "Cripples'
scant, is being held at the city Wei.
Miller Thomas, Hopkinsville; the tones there will amount to many Union.- is the fact that the larger Purdy and plated in the hands of
Prof. R. M.'Allen )f tl'e experiment
percentage of the members are minus Marshal McCollum. The latter went
Rev. J. -K. Lawrto. Fulton,'and the milliono of dollars.
station at Lexington. Ky., is Welka leg or an arm, or have suffered Immediately to serve it about twenRev. P. W. Garrott, Dawson.A great
log on the subject of "Datryiug In
some other serious bodily .njury ty minutes after the fight, and met
deal of Interest Is being manifested
Storni in l'uha.
.
Kentucky." J. G. Hooper :mei E. S.
while employed In various capacities Dr. Purdy In front of the hotel. He
In the appointments, which will not
HaVaiDa, Oct
20.— A
cyclone
Good al•u will speak.
placed his hand on Dr. Purdy's
for railroads.
be read before Sunday night.
afterwhich
here
began
%Vedateday
robstoes Speech.
shoulder and told the doctor he was
A remarkable example of the pro- noon, reached its full fury Thursday
lit (be first addrese he hes made in
lAltiT GIRL IN WOWS DEN. under arrest. Then. McCollum said.
gress of the negro race is found in morning. .The greatest damage ocKentucky. Mr. T. D. Coburn handled
Dr. Purdy made a motion toward his
the personnel of the Conference. curred in the harbor and along the
the subject of "Alfalfa" on which Ito
hip pocket and, thinking his life
Child
After
Unharmed
Teo
Inlays'
AbSeam are old men ylgo came uip t
Oahe, A Lumber of entailer craft
hag dideleved cogrederable repubieloni
was In danger, he drew his own resesoce--Plays With "Doggies.slavery and have'Tone - *that w
and
lighters
Were
sunk
some
and
before an attialtilve itedlentes this
volver and fired, the MIllele of the
for their race. Of this class Bishop houses were blown down. The cymorning. His talk, for so he pleased
Menominee, Mich_ Oct. 21e—After gun se mg .lose to the victim's head.
Lane steads in the :cad. Some of the dose was confined to the provinces
to nanie his satire's, was got ao oraMat-dial Purdy killed Louis Bubeing loot for Vito days, 4-year-old
oldest
men
are
P.
S.
Smith.
.1.
W.
Pinar
del
of
Havana
and
Rio.
Ilestion, bet a plata statement of facts
Margaret Schweltzock. daughter of a ford, a negro desperado from PaduKell, F. P. Taylor. M. I. Warfleld. tanaes City escaped
about alfalfa, and wine it Meant to
ATTACK ON A WOMAN IS COSTLY P. A Samples, I. Jones. G. W. LanIt Is estimated the damage in Ha- wealthy farmer, was found unharmed cah who broke jail about three yearly
other states as a serious crop. He
those
G.
H.
Hubbard.
Of
vana
province will reach fully $2,- in a wolf's den playing with a litter ago.
der
and
did not state positively what alfalfa
-Dr. Purdy Is the father of Arch K.
generation
or
Cer0,000.
One huudred and fifty to- of wolf pups. She seemed perfectly
young
men
received
•
Company
Stearn/this)
Minn
Pay
Her
would do in Kentucky. He merely
contented, The child scolded het Purdy, bookkeeper for Abram
L
were
district
Alquisar
barns
In
front
slavery,
the
most
prominent
bacco
so
$13.000 and Man Gets Life.
stated facts and allowed his audt•
rescuers for scaring away the nice lit- Well & Co.
In conference are T. J. Mopping, J. deatroyed.
epee LO draw conclusions.
The cruiser Brooklyn dragged her tle "doggie*" with which she had
Dr. J. G. Brooks who went dowu
Buffalo, Oct. 2(e—ern, Della B. W. Bronaugh. D. H. Anderson, N
It was evident that he thought aluntil her stern ground in the been playing. She said that she had at I:20 o'clock this morning to operSweeting of Jackson, Mtch wee giv- H. Howard, G. C. Parker and 0th. •
falfa is a crop that will increase
(Continued OD Page Fogel
mud off Laregla. She gut oft this not been co:d or hungry, as she had ate, returned at 9:30 o'clock.
the wealth of the state He said the
en a verdict for $15.000 by a jury in era.
picked up some nuts.
morning without injury
"I took out several shattered bits
farmer who travels the single - road
the federel court at Lockport toDenver
and
MinneThe
cruisers
of bone end one piece of the bullet
of tobacco or wheat or any exclusive
night against the pits.enger steamer
apolis, the battleship Texas, the auxwhich had chipped off and curled up
Western States Of the Detroit and
erele is headed and will arrive at the
in-Airy cruiser Prairie aild the supply
like a Sling front a steel lathe," Dr.
peen house. Our land vellum stare!
Buffalo Line as damages for an as"The brain oozed out
Brooks said
ship Celtic', all dragged anchors more
contluuous tins with one crop
sault
Joseph Corwin, an oiler on
As a
prompt seamanship
but
less,
the
wound.
I dressed the wound
or
of
remedy for that fact he raid that *Ithe boat. The assault was commitcarefully and left theypatient in a
talia beyond a doubt had been a IS NIBS. 0, BOWYER., WHO CON- ted while Mrs. Sweeting was a pas- LOCAL SUPPLY QU1CKLY EX- averted rollision. The damage susHe rectained by the squadron amounts to NEGRO LA egiltEH STRIKES .1.N. semeconeetotts condition.
most successfUl renovator of the soil
sen.ger on the steamer. Corwin was
DUCTS BOARDING HOUSE.
ILtUSTED.
little.
ognized me when I left."
OTHER
IN
TRENCH.
In his state and other states with
now
convicted of the crime and Is
Two coastiug schooners were reeve°
McCollum's Record.
which he is familiar. Alfalfa is one
serving a life sentence in the Michihigh on the rocks at the Mislecon.
McCollum besides killing Louis
of the few crops which do not take
gan state prison.
The crew of one got ashore but of
Buford shot and killed a woman and
nitrogen from the soil--one of the vi- Caught 1 n With Reorder, seized Her
Retail Dealers Anticipate Trouble in
a crew of the other a few men were Will Blackman 1 - meiewiteter With daughter years ago. The woman
tal constituents of the soil for tobacTrunks and 15. Holding Them
This
Demand
All
Meeting
Heaglue
to Tree.
Negro
drowned. Army transports Cuban°
His skull I euelied--Itee holds
shot at hlin from her house when he
co, corn or wheat. On the other band
for Debt.
IV inter.
Lexington. Oct. 20.—A negro was
from Newport News, with horses and
It at Large.
started to serve papers on her. He
it actualy brings nitrogen
in a
found hanging to a tree on the lawn
mules and a few teamsters arrived
returned the fire and killed her
large degree to the soil. I's roots
of Horace Coletnan, nine miles from
morning.
One
this
hundred
here
Some time later the daughter nut
by going deep into the toil. sometimes
Lexington
this
morning.
The
indicahorses
were
swept
Mrs. 0 Bowyer, manager of a
for McCollum to make friends with
The press despatches stating that mules and twenty
teenty-eve feet, get nouriehment
tions are that he was lynched, but
many other animals
With his skull crushed by a blow hint. She asked for a conference in
the oyster crop this year would be overboard and
which other plants cannot reach. boarding hothe at Twelfth aud Jefno one in the neighborhood appears
with a pick Will Blackman, colored, the cemetery over the grave of her
short, are true so far as the local were injured.
Then theee roots Open the was for ferson streets, arrested. • boarder,
to know him, or have any knowledge
la Navarra city about 541 houses lies at the point of death at his home mother. McCollum went. The worain, fertilisers and other beneficial who tried to beat her out of a board
dealers know, The last cold snap we
on Plunkett H:11, a few squares man lay In hiding and When nearly
bill, seized her erunka and luggage of the crime.
had; gave an impulse to the demand were damaged
things to get into the soil.
from where he was attacked this upon her place of concealment she
for oysters that quickly. eikatutted
Alfalfa Is the finest forage crop. and carried them to the sheriff's ofafternoon by Henry Reynolds, an- stepped out, pointed a pistor at the
the supply on hand and efforts to reThe yields are largcr from three to fiee.
other negro. It is reel he will die.
policeman and shot. Mt-Cullum pullfive cuttings in one season, and it
plenish from the wholesalers were all
The woman oeed one month's
Reynolds came down into the le ed his pi-tol and killed her.
but fruitless. As seon as 'the full
contains a larger amount of proteid board. She asked Mrs. Bowyer to go
foot ditch where a sewer trench In
than any other grass. Proteid is the to the city and buy her some velvet.
sinter demand sets in the local dealdistrict, No. 2, Is being excavated.
ers expect difficulty in keeping sup'
eleVelOUS" TEAM element which makes the fat and Mrs Bowyer did and on returning
THE
LATE He wanted to use Blackmsees tools,
Alfalfa will grow anywhere found her roomer's key on the floor HOLD FIRST LITERARY EXER- Idled. As yet there is no change In SERVICES' FOR
and abused the latter, who'resented Wilt CO1111044 I' gift Gridiron With Any
prices over last year.
that the soil is not wet, and tate rich- and all the luggage and the occupant
MRS. JEFFERSON DAVIS.
CISES Of__TERM.
It. Reynolds secured a pick, used in
er it I* and the better He condition, gone,
—.1nieleur Team.
the more will he the results. it is a
digging, and struck Blackman in the
Hitching to her wagon she went
crop which ill:Wires much attention after the sheriff, seated him in -her
head. His skull was crushed. ReyThe "Famous" football team Is
and above all, the farmer should not buggy and started en her search. Foot Ball Game on With Metropolis Committee Appointed to Arrange for Will Be Held Tomorrow Afternoon nolds is at largee—
being organized by Messrs. Tom CoMethodist
Broadway
Church
This Afternoon—Busy Day for
at
become discouraged with the— first. She caught the woman 011 the street,
October 2.14.
burn, captain, and Jim Davis, man—The Program.
Edurattor.
second or third yeor's success. One made her surrender her luggage and
Will Ahatract Titles,
ager. They have a game arranged
acre of alfalfa contains as much food then drove to the sheriff's office
Monday. Pollee Judge E. H. PurThe Red Men will hot memorial
Metropolis
value for cattle as three of red clover where she deposited the trunks.
year will begin securing abstracts of for November 17 with
services' on Sunday. October 28, in
and will try to arrange one with the
or nine of timothy.
The woman agreed to pay each
property'
on
which city taxes are deThe Isre4Iman class of the Paducah the afternoon at the Broadway MethAt the :material exercises in bonHigh sebool here for Thanksgiving
He had with him and showed to the weeks in installments and the lug
toilet church. The following commit- eor of the memory of Mrs. Jefferson linquent, In order that the solicitor Messrs. B. Weille & Son are backing
audence, a sample of alfalfa and al- gage le being held. at the sheriff s High school held its first literary
may
bring
prostilts
for
arrange
a
the
to
appointed
recovery
of
tee
was
meeting at the auditorium yesterdgy
Davis, the United Daughters of the
.t$te team and the line up, subject to
falfa seed. It was the fifth cutting office.
afternoon and speeches, songs, in- gram: Henry Weenier, L. L. Bebout, Confederacy will give the following the taxes or the sale of the proper- changes will be: right end, Cope:
this year and he asked if that would
ity.
HouseIt
will
he
a
tedious
propClarence
job,
the
strumental music and other pleasant Bob Richardson and
progrein at the Broadway Methodist
right tackle, `Petter: right guard.
not make their cows' mouths water.
Trust Company (lofted.
features were carried through. The holder. The program will be inter- church tomorrow afternoon at 3 lefty numbering hundreds of lots.
Wickliffe: left
Stanley: center.
The leaves, he said, are as rich as
Washington, Oct;
spersed with music. The best speak- o'clock:
20.—
At
was
present
lanta
class
and
entire
many
guard, Hughes; left end, Katterwheat bran, but they must be harAccept.
Refuses
to
Banking & Trust company, of Wash- others from other grades in the ers in the city will he secured.
Hymn-54G. How Firm a FounJohn; left tackle. Martin; quartervested and handled carefully to be
The board of public' works inspectington, was closed by the comptroll- High school.
dation.
saved, "Sons of Rest" could
halt. Bauer,
back, Coburn: right
not
ed
it
Sixth
street
from
the sidewalks
Today the Padeicah and MetropoStranger Steele rot Poreii.
Prayer
raise alfalfa. Nor could "Fugitives er of the currency today and a refullback. Henneberger: left half,
Broadway to Jefferson street and reWhen William Gibson opened his
from Labor." It dhould the gown ceiver appointed. Examination shows lis High school teeing are playing a
Scripture Reading.
Owens.
fused to accept the work on account
Solo—Miss Scott.
on freshly Plowed ground, Be care- the concern to be insolvent. nee game of foot ball et Wallace park. front door at 2 o'clock this mortilng
defective
neer
I
of
50
feet
of
concrete
Tee
locale
the
of
the
season.
first
his
company
Is
branch
of
the
Aetna
found
W. ,
ful to get good seed, get them tested
to Investigate a noise, he
Character Sketch—Mrs. R .
New York Central Pined,
Oehlectlaegere drug store.
The
at the state experiment station free, Ranking & Trust company, of Butte, are in good trim. The grounds are front perch had been converted into McKinney state president U. D. C. I
New York, Oct. 20.—Fines, aggrework was (bee at night it is said.
In excellent condition and a large a bed by a stranger who was :oat in
and get seeds grown In the same lati- ,Mont.
Barber.
.
R
.
J.
Address--Col
gating $108,000. on six counts, were
crowd is out to witness the sport.
dreamland. (Eileen resides In a
tude as this end of the state .
.1.
Quart
imposed
today upon the New York
between
house
situated
frame
!small
Prof. (berry Busy.
From 15 to 20 pounds of seed
Newell.
Address—Dr.
Central and Hudson River railroed
Prof. H. II. Cherry. of the Western Ithe two railroad crossings on Teatheetrld be used to the acre. It is a delHymn-475, Nearer My Gee to
by Judge Holt in the United States
State Normal school at Bowling nessee street. He telephoned the Po- Thee.
icate plant when It first comes up and
WEATHER — Partly (lowly
district court on the charge of grantGreen, was a busy man yesterday, lice, but the stranger disappeared.
for the first year or two, should be
Sunday
tonight.
and
warmer
Benediction,
ing rebates to the American Sugar
Ile spoke to the pupils of the High
attended to carefully. It would be
b
es rifler
rein font Med by
Refining company.
school In the morning and to the
sell to precede It by a crop of pee
or
Nineldely.
The
Sunday
night
Fell Down Shaft.
TONGiele
curr OF
teachers at their monthly' literary
tatoee Frequent mowing is helpftel
highest temperature reached yesChicago, Oct. 20,—Charles Stevenmeeting in the afternoon, returning son, a Sawyer, was found dead this
and the liberal use of the disc harRenew Clinking Fund Notre,
terday was 70 and the loveet to.
Converts Speak in all Kinds of
home last night.
Mayor Yelier and City Auditor
row is advised. The crops are elate
morning at the foot of an elevator Dowie
day was 30.
Languages.
He
Kirkland today renewed the *Inking
together and It Should be cut as soon
shaft at 92 Washington street
fund notes at 4 per cent. Interest..
as it begins to bloom. The sun is
Mr 'Annetta Orme returned from *as +lied by a fail through an open
20 —A "gilt Of
Chicago, Oct
The fund amount* to MM. _
Lot, he said, the best thing to use too
door.'
(Fulton this morning.
eig"geieirWieWgiegagi4VigrieggegeigigiMgiggeggeiggigg.reg•
.
Continismionee Vreeland seated
ed the premiums this morning
for the corn and tobacco exhite
its as follows:
Tobacco — John
NicKeage,
Woodville, mixed tobacco. first
preaulum.W. H. Woods, Bayou,
Livingston, .aftican long leaf.
fleet.
Vorn—.1. M. Met:TV.R, Livingston, Roone white, dem: (I.
N. alctarew, Livieepuent, Boone
white, second;
Robert
and
t %Arlie
Bower,
McCracken,
white corn, first. F. Nt. Watkins.
Hit-kitten, %hite corn, second. G.
leceiree, Llsingeton, yellow
emu, Met. G. NI. apitzer, II. It.
No a, yellow corn, second.
The Mee premium fur tobacco
use eg.00. For corn the spot
premium was $1.00; wicood
preni.um, WOO.

•

10 CENTS PER WEEK
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Jafke0111
Fla., Oct. 20.—Five
hundred liyes het Mad
property
damage estitiont•I at a million dolIN lars are the result-of l'Itursday's
aster..

NEW OYSTERS

WITH A PICK

MEMORIAL
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THEATRICAL POTES

WHY HESITATE?

WMWMPPYWIPAPAWsWff#PMWsW4WMAPA
Tosilahl—./aue kentsark, itt "The
Toast of the Tomtit."
itemosuirsig Nifforday might and all of
week, "Th.
Ok
Mei1p*I41)." n it If tontine
Wealtresday
earl ',1•16(1441L14.1. Ledo-. free %lessee,
Wiest iiinl', I In usual .osseit
.
Jan*. hf•iillark Tonight.
The taeal.. -gf.. is of Paducah bass
a treat in store for them tonight
when Wes Jane Keettark one of the
Stoat pogular of actreeree. presents
Clyde Fifths play, -The Toast of the
Town." Undoubtedly !Miss Kennark
has scored one of the greatest sue'
cease. of her career. A triumph such
as she ha% esPoeil means of course
that she was provided with a great
role and a great play. One critic described d"l'he Toast of the Tows" as
being •es plav of thrills and tears.
love and laughter " It was expected
that Mr. Fitch woeld write a play for
iglu Keenerk which will be sometbing more thau a cotaedy of mate
_
—
—

by paid admission.
The Messrs. DePew and Ruetette
enjoy enviable reputations in the
theatrical world. It is the first stock
company to appear In Paducah this
eau son.
Thomas E. DePew, who heads the
oreaalzation, has lately come into
promineuce as a comedian or the new
school, for whom dramatic critics
predict a prosperous career. His
"Solomon Mieses" ill The Power of
Truth" is said to be one of the best
impermenatiosa ever given oil the
stage. ,
A novelty in the way of vaudeville
is promised in the act of Mies Minnie Desiree. who is. according to the
company's press agent, the peer of
any lady buck-wing daccer now before the public. She holds the tuedal
that proclaim* her the chemplea of
the /south The teat was so do*e that
the judges went ; below the stage.
where the sound of the heel and foot
taps could he heard store dertlnetly

er
Thomas 10. DePew, the versatile
Stock company." at The Kentucky M
Ladies free Monday night wren acc
311 cent ticket if purchased before

eomedian with "DePew Burdette
onday night and bastalice of week.
osupaeled hy a person holding a told
p. in. Monday

niers. for the reason that Mile Kennark is SW actress whose abilities are
Dot cramped and reunited, and do not
nth in a eclat.. !gr.xee
She is a
Comedienne of deieetcy and charm.
and yet capable of sounding the deepest embolisms a the human heart.
The supporting company is of topnotch eseeeence ard Includes C411-1
-.Anthoc, Gul Durrell. Lents Vane.
Berth.. Le ingieen and Maurice W.
Stewart

She will positicely appear at e%ery
erformance

Mauch, Katie corning,.
Manager
Roberts
has
booked
Blanche Bane ia "The Girl Frew the
Golden Weir for April
The
s
"how la now enjoying a double sea-on
run in New York. haying scored oae
of tfie biggest successes In years.
st•ick Ne‘l Week*
St the K. peek. theater Monday_
night the IlePew-liursiette Stock eonsPAU, will epee la "The Power of
Truth." the first bill of their week's
repertoire to be given here, Ladies
will be &emitted free If ii, eon:
'
TEM-

eileigedler Gerard."
"Brigadier Gerard," recently pro
tinted in Chicago, is brilliant. -It is
the hest romantic comedy that has
been written Mace "Prisoner of
7.enda." Gerard himself la a central
figure Om wins instant liking. He is
a husear who has been through couatles& battles in Spein. is absolutely de!
cold of fear. is • swordsman who ha.
lint two equals In all the French
arn”, s a fellow handsome as a picture, and as gallant as he Is brave.
Clones Doyle has drawn him with
effectIvemess.
Gerard comes to join the Hessen
of Conflans, hi. own campare of camheront having been wiped almost entirely out of existence. The soldiers
slim receive him Into the new company are piqued at his arrival. and
hearing of his havtng told wild Isles
of his adventerese they lead hen tin
by fluttering him and the:, tickle his
vanity until he becomes their laugh! e steck. Gen CatilsIn court, .itic of

Rudy, Phillips

Co.

219-223 BROADWAY

FALL SHOES FOR EVERYBODY
- The weather le getting a snap to It that demand new shoes.
Everybody must be supplied, and everybody doesn't
have nyiney to waste,

Men's Shoes
Patent Calf and Kid Skin, Box Calf, Enamel
Leather, Gun Metal Calf, etc., etc.
Stein/lit or swing last, breed, medium or narrow

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00 up to $3.50 and $4.00
Women's Shoes
Patent Calf and Kid, Vice Box Calf, etc, straight
or swing last, heed, ineeilum isr flarrOVI Ws, eine er
Inittoti.
liar heels, all widths and size..

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00 np to $3.50
Boys', Misses and Children's Shoes
We
elutes of all sizes fie the young people,
made Irian the beat of stock and made to lit growing
feet.

50c, $1.00, $1.25 to $1.50, according to size
11 everylvely (seises; here for Stein, everybody will
weer good Shoes.

Just a few minutes of your
time, dear lady, and you will learn
here some facts of interest and
value—more important to you than
the bargains on other pages of this
paper.
I want you to buy and take
home today a dollar size bottle .of
Wine of Cardui. If necessary, save
It out of your shopping money—but
get it.
Do not hesitate—why should
you? What can be more important
to you than health?
The benefit Wine of Cardui
will be to you, if you puffer from
any of the disorders or Viseases so
common to your sex, is something
that can hardly be expressed in
words.
Thousands of women have
written enthusiastic letters, telling
of the success of Cardui in relieving
their periodical pains, such as head-ache, backache, sideache, falling
feelings, straining, irregularity, difficulty in walking, weakness, nervousness, peevishness, and general
debility.
It acts as a gentle tonic on the
womanly organs and constitution,
giving sick women a new lease of
life and the beauty of strength and
health.
Read the letter printed below:
then stop at the nearest drug store
and try this successful treatment tbr
sick women:

CARDUI
HEALTH 8e.
HAPPINESS.

a

a

TC1111111,11
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Woman's Relief

Cardui Gave Relief

TRY CARDUI WASH (Antiseptic) FREE

Mount Vernon, Ga., Feb74-:, 19067
I was troubled with female disease for nine (9) years. The
doctors first called it "nervous prostration," then "change of life,",
and finally "catarrh of the womb," but no matter what they called
it, they could give me no relief. At last 1 decided to take Wine of
Cardui. I have now taken three (3) bottles and can say that my
health is better than it has been in nine years. Before I began to
take Cardui I could not eat anything, could hardly sleep, my back
and hips would ache, and then I would be nervous and I was troubled with the whites. Once a month I would have to go to bed for
two or three days. Since taking Cardui I do not have to stay in
bed more than half a day, and all my troubles have gone. I have
praised Cardui to all my friends, and shall continue to do so. I wish
every suffering lady would try it. -LIZZIE MATTHEWS.
•
•

Napffieon's faithfuls, sends Gereed on
the mission of recovering the papei.
the emperor desires. its Is to visit
the countess de Roquelaure in Paris.
Gerard has loved the countess for two
years and roes gladly.
Talleyraud's spies have tree-Iced the
(winters, however, and before Gerald
sees her they secure possession of the
papers. Gerard, by; the aid of the
countess. turns the tables.
It is a play compactly made, brilliant in dialogue and
with eve!
scene rightly in place and leading to
a climax that Is of distinct effectiveness.
Mr. Bellew has found a role elect
fits him down to the ground. lie is
a romantic actor par excellence

show.

! with its quaint Plane is at peace.

(FOB WE BY BOLCAISTS IN SO CENT BOXES)

Every lady may obtain a FREE TRIAL PA,CKAGE (sent by mail prepaid) of CARDUI WASH, the
ladies new antiseptic treatment for all local troubles,
by simply tilling out coupon and mailing it to
THE CHATTANOOGA MEDICINE CO„
Dept. A, Chattanooga, Tenn.

•

Please send me by mail prepaid a Free Trial Package of
CARDUI WASH (Antiseptic) for ladles.
•
Nome—
Shed se L F.
. —
H.H.-4

Olnia

principal part in this piece.

forbidding the sale of opium or intoxicating liquors to uncivilised its
In "The Rose of the Rancho,"
Miss Virginia Harned's new play,
Mrs. Langtry has drawn immense titles.
caned "The Love better," adapted by which is to be the next offering at the audiences thus far In her stay at the
F pv.111111;4
Gotterhalk
from
the Belarco theater, the romantic atmo- Keith-Proctor Fifth Avenue theater. A cold is much more
etteler curei
Freneh of Sardoss, is not altogether sphere of the far west so charmingly Most of the people, moreover, are ob.
when the bowels are (seen. Kennedy's
sort by of the greatness of it author, set forth in "The Girl of the Golden viously strangers to vaudeville eatetThe ...frond husband of the heroine West," is preserved, although there tainments, and thus a new clientele Laxative Honey and Tar opens the
finds an ardent epistle addressed to is no similarity In theme, character- is being built up. That's what makes bowels and drives-the cold out of the
his wife, and there is a great row isation or treatment. Nor will the Mrs. Langtry a cheap attraction at system in young or old.
Sold by
Lang Bros.
about it until Meese end it is shown play depend in any measure upon the $2,500 • week salary.
that the letter was written by presence of a star actor or actress.
—Leander Richardson.
niadame's first husband, before she The-author-manager has organised a
Bugle indicted.
-(I,‘ °rued him and when he had a per- special cast that Is of qults uncomElbert Hat gis. indicted for rotn•
$1,0110 Reward.
mon
worth, including Charles Richfect right to address her in terniseof
Write to J. M Quinn, Manager, plicity in the mu l nee- ef Dr. B. D.
.ndearment. There isn't very much man, Frances Starr. Frank Lesee,
Commonwealt
h Life Insurance com- Cox, was arrested jesterday at Jackto this. the reader will observe. In- Hamilton Revelle, J. H. Bement° and
son and lodged iu jail. Judge Riddeed, the impression left upon the others, whose names are familiar all pany, No. 30g West Chestnut St., deli declined to
serve in the prelimLouisville, Ky., for
information
mind by "The Love Letter" Is of thin- over America.
inary hearing, and the accused will
about
Agency
Contracts
the
and
new remain in jail
news and lack of vitality. Miss
pending the appointlesiteireseets24111111001seettle'esesnsIelelelatetelli liarned's acting is, of course, agreeMiss Eleanor Robson's engagement policy of the Commonwealth. Build ment by the governor of
a special
able and intelligent.
at the Liberty theater has started off up an income for later years he judge to try the case.
; NEW VORK THE tTERS. 1
most auspiciously with the present- connecting yourself with this splenA
Mies Roee Stahl,. is "The Chorus ment of Israel Zangsrill's "Nurse did Institution. Experience in Life True
and tried friends of the family
Lad)," will on Monday night make Marjorie." The dialogue is quite the Interstice not necessary. If you are
•---DoWitt's Little Early !Metre, Best
still another move on the theatrical most brilliant example yet shown of a hustler, holiest and sober,
you will for resultseand best to
New York, Oct. 20 --The his hit of checker-beard, going from
take. Dethe Gar- this author's Henn and fertile fancy. lose nothing by investigation
and it pendable little pills. They
this week in New York has been ' rick to the Hackett theater,
and
the
sentimental
passages ring
do not
where le
might be a turning point in your gripe or
scored by RPhard Carle in "The all probability she will remain
sickea. Sold by Lane. Wee'.
'sadist- with truth and tenderness. Miss
Spring Chicken." at Daly's theater.' turbed
business
history,
which
would
finally
Robson
voted not possibly have been
for some time to come. Mies
Theses an Americanized version of a! Stahl began meekly enough at the better fitted.
put you on "easy street."
To Drive (set Malaria
British farcical comedy, the main Savoy theater, where the first week's
and Build Up the System
idea of which
was tkken from; receipts were
W. (t. T. U. Makes Appeal.
Henry Arthur Jones' Immensely
so light that the
Cake the Old Stiandard GROVE'S
a French farce.
Several clever ! agament began casting about forma"'
At
the
first
successful
session
play,
of the World's
"The Hypocrites,"
'anmen, including Mr. Carle himself.; other attraction. But the
TASTELESS CHILL TONIC. You
box office will run clear through the season at W. C. T. U. meeting in Boston yeshave at different tenetc been eon-- ,ihowed
terday, a resolution
a gradual and steady increase the Hudson theater.
was adopted know what you are taking. The for*ferried in refashioning the piece, with from night to night and Miss Stahl's
asking President Roosevelt and Sec. mula Is plainly printed on every botthe result that it is at this time a ;director
presently found himself enBlanche Ring has "caught on" at retail-Rote to renew the suggestion tle, showing it is simply quinine and
lively and diverting entertainment 'gaged In the
rather dIlleult task of the New York theater in a handsome Once made by the president and the itn ht • tasteless form. The quintee
which might be deseribed fn spots as ,extending her engagement.
Failures revival of "Miss Dolly Dollars." 1104,. jjffilAikry Hay. that Great Br:1- drives Out the malaria and the iron
"hot stuff." la feet, suggestiveness' et the HaSkett theater finally
'made Many of the spectators consider Miss
'atieeTillti United States; join in Melds up the seiffent. Sold
by all
Is one of the leading features of Melee
olteninel aid "TS 9491111, 1.'"r" RIDS superior to Lots 'Maser In the • presettlag the Other nations a treaty illations for $7 yearn Price
AO cents.
- ---Yeeeeeerfe
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The Week In Society.

•

5.

5.
•

•

•

Aar to the Tim Murpisy porformaaces.
It wag in compliment to Miss Mar./011e Scott and her visitor, Miss Lucie
Bruen. of Webb City, Mo.. and in- 1
eluded: Miss Scott and Mr. Frank.
Davis, Miss Bruen sad Mr. ('barks'
Cox Mies Frances Wallace And Mr.'
W J. Sturdevant.
—4111—
Matinee Musical Club.
An attractive program
was ren
dered at the first open meeting of the
Matinee Mush-al club for the sem.:
in the parlors of the Tagle's }Wow
on Broadway. Although the club es
poets to pursue an eipecial line e"
work In nimecal study this year thfirst program was miscellaneous ir
character. Miss Mire Compton es
a delightful talk on "The Progre
the Club.'' The musical program
charmingly tlied by: Mrs. Davie
Flournm. Miss Isabel Mohan 'it ,
Mayne. Die yfuss.
At the business session' tied beta.
the regular meeting it was decided te
make the coming of Mrs. Sapinsky, of
Louisville. in November an Invitational open night recital. It Is hoped
to secure Tentple Israel for the occae
sIvoenn,t. it will he a delightful musical

•
THE WIND FP (W THE SEASON. Lag and was led by Mr. John Brooks.
-_•-_
The leaves are thinning on the bough
Complimentary Breakfast.
And one by one are failing,
Mr. Douglas Bagby's breakfast to
The birds are speeding southward Miss Luck Bruen. of Webb City, Mo.,
now.
.
was an eqsecially smart affair as well
find mate to mate Is caleing
as a clever play on the guest of
honor's name. The two tables were
Dan Cupid hurries, full of hope,
artistically decarated with autumn
His meshes coiling, throwing;
leaves and .forming -the center-piece
No pialasman ever swung a rope
of each were miniature bears. The
With hair the skill he's showing.
menu cards were also in bruin designs and the e:aborate course lunThe Lariat of Love is spun
cheon included many varieties of the
Of sliken threads enduring,
beer family attractively served.
And c-re they sense is two are one
In Minds that are allitrIng
Musical so Mime Knauss.
In honor of Mks innss Knauss, of
Wilk Cupid, warned of autumn's Evansville, Inds an attractive visitor
change,
in the city, the Misses Puryear enterNow hastens, with good reakei,
tained with a musicale on Monday
The round-up on the Eros Range-- evening at their home on Broadway.
The wind-tap of the season.
It was a delightful affair and the inBaronet. Party.
--Earle licelser Eaton, in Harper's formal
program
included:
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Hirschfield, of
Weekly.
Knauss, Mrs. David Lewis, Mr. Rich122 North Fourth street. were pleas/ant Scott. Mr. Edward Scott, Mr.
antly surprised on Monday evening
Walter Clark. Refreshments were
Announcements.
by a nultiiecr of their friends. It was
The Mariposa club will give a dance served during the evening.
the birthday of Mr. Hirschfield and
Miss
Knauss
is a charming musi- after an
on Monday evening at the Red Men's
enjoyable evening a delightcian who has given much pleasure
hall.
ful hircheon was served. Among
during her stay here. She is the
those present were:
Mr. and Mrs
The Delphic club will meet on ;guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Rhodes. J. D. Levy and son. Mr. and Mrs.
HerTuesday morning at the club room in of West Jefferson Street
man Michael and Miss Michael. Mr.
—0the- Carnegie library. The Moorish
and Mrs. L. Urbansky and family.
flit O'Clock Dinner.
kiegdom of Spain. and Granada, will '
Mrs Kahn, Mr. Hen Michael, Mr
Alpretty 0 o'clock dinner was given Morris Marks,
be Muctis.ed.
Mr. Jake Newman.
on Thursday evening by Mr. Frank
!Davis
at
his
home
on
Kentucky
aveLeech,
of Fountain,
We Thomas C.
Delphic (nub.
aveaue. is the hostess of the FICe , nee in honor of Miss Marjorie Scott
At the regular weekly meeting of
'and
her
visitor,
Miss
Lucie Bruen. of the Delphic
Ii ondred deb on W'eoluesday after(etas on Tuesday morning
Mieeouti. The table was charmingly
noon.
at the Carnegie library "Toledo—the
decorated with autumn flowers. Cov•
Crowe of Spain" was discussed in a
ers were laid for eight and included:
The Magazine c:ub will meet oa
series of interesting papers as folMiss
Marjorie
Scott
and
Mr.
Frank
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. George
lows: "The Cathedral of ToledoDavis, Miss Bruen and Mr. Cade
Spain's Ideal Church,- Mrs. David A.
Fit/fit:10Y at Lolomal Lodge. The
Davis.
Miss Martha Davis and Mr.
inagaxisesi for digenasikin are: !treat.
Yeker. "The Aleasar" Mrs. C. B
Cents'ry , eosin o petite n ,
Sat urday Wellace Well Miss Frames Wall:see Austin '• Wit in ha r," Mrs. Frank BarPoet, Booklover, Bookman, Every- and Mr. W. J. Sturdevant.
nard.
—111-1)54)•s. The American, Scrap Hook,
lafonnal
Card
Party.
Current Literature.
Informal Evening.
MN. William Marble entertained a
Mr. and Mrs. John Croal were given
few friends most informally at cards
a pleasant surprise party on ThursMiss Hattie Terrell will entertala
on Tuesday afternoon at her home on
day evening at their home on West
the Sans Souci club on Friday afterKentucky avenue. The affair was in
Monroe street- Musk, games
noon at her home on _Kentucky avefarewell compliment Co Mrs. Ada Van
light ,refreshments were features of
nue.
Pelt, of Oakiand,"Cal., the sister and
the evening's pleasure.
—0—
•
guest of Mrs. Marble, who returned
Willett-Rayl Wedding.
home this week. There were three
Chab Merilmil Today.
The marrizee of Mee Therese tables of guests and refreshments
The active members of the Matinee
Elizabeth Willett, youngest daughter were served after the game,.
Musical club are meeting with Mrs.
of nfr. and Mn, 4. J.,Willett, of Wea6
•
Hubbard S. Wells, the president, at
BrOidway. and Mr. James Patrick
Dinner Party to Mote Brum.
her apartments in the Empire ftats.
Hart wie will be imitonnised at the
Mr. Charles Cot Was Oa hose at a BssIsiesc of Importance Is before the
St. Frencis de Sales Catholic church pretty
dinner party on Monday evenen Thursday usorning at 8 o'clock. It
ing at hie home on Fountain avenue
wM be a solemn nuptial Musa the
coMplimentary to Miss Lucie Bruen
The Children of the Confederacy
Bet, Father Ii. W. tan-en officiating. Of Webb Ce'y, Mo.
The table was are having a pleasant meeting this
There wiN be no attendants. Miss west
atereetive In its matting and efternoon with Miriam and
David 1
Mary Geagan will May the wedding erect
and the place cards were souses- Lewis at their home on Washington
air postvirds Of pretty
rls, Mr_ street.
Ike bride *Ill wear a
Cox's giOis
or it gown of White serge, with hat, Marjorie
Scott, Miss Frances Walshoes and g:oyes of white, and will lace.
About reamic.
Mr. Edwin Paxton Dr, Walter
Miss Pauline Pureall. of Lexington
ram Bride rases. Her going4Way Iverson.
and Miss Mary Belle Taylor, of Frank
with
Hut is a stylish brown cloth
fort, are expected the musing week to
hat and gloves to harmonise.
Sans Sours (lab.
• blimediately after the ceremony
attend the wedding of Miss Ruble
Mrs. Thomas Hail entertained the Corbett
tho couple will leave for Slighter
and Mr.. Charles Thompson
Sans Souci club very de:Ightfully on
Mrs. John G. Brooks and Miss
Chattanooga and other points
Tuesday
afternoon
the
home
at
of her Ethe: Brooks, who have been
two weeks' tour. They will
at
a
visiting
mother' Mrs. M. K. Scott, on North In Denver,
Col.. for the past six
hogs* at 1204 Broadway on their reFourth street. Mks; Luck Bruen, of weeks,
will arrive home Sunday
turn.
*along the out-of-town guests who Webb City, Mo.. the guest of Inas night.
Marjorie Scott. was the guest of
Mrs. John S. Bleecker sweat a few
will be present for the occasic.n are:
honor. It was a pretty club affair.
days in Nashville this week, the guest
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Rayl. of Guthrie,
Mrs. James Campbell. Jr., won the of her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Hamil: H. Rai. of GuthKy.; Mr. and Mrs.
club price and Miss Bruen the guest ton Parks,
rie, Ky.: Mr. and Mn. S. T. EI:lott,
of West End avenue.
prise. An attractive two-course lunMr. and Mrs. George C. Wallace
of Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. Warrea
cheon was served after the game.
and family are in town for the winWesley Hopkias, of Se Louis.
There were only the four club tables ter at
—4_
their home on North Ninth
presenn
street. They ciased their charielne
Cierhett-Thompsoun Wedding.
_0—
country home, "Ellerslie." this week.
Invitat:ons were issued this week
Club °dicers.
Mrs. Arthur V. Crary. of Chicago,
to the marriage of Miss Rebecca HanThe iterary and musical club of formerly Mlles Mary Corbett, of this
nah Corbett and Mr. Charts' William
ThOmpson, announcement of whicn Mrs. John J. Dorian's private school city, will arrive the coming week to
wet made two weeks ago. It will was reorganize.1 this week with the visit reeitives and attend the Corbetttaloa place Wednesday. October 31 at folowing officers: Miss Mary Linn. Thompson wedding on the 31st.
Mrs. M. B. Nash Is the guest of her
11:10 o'clock in the evening at the president: Mire Mary Dorian, viceMcCandless, daughter, Mrs. John J. Saunders. In
Etat Christian church. Rev, David president; Mies Hazel
Louisville. She will remain until
Cady Wright wEl officiate. A receptton eeeretary. and Mr. Alfred
Legeay,
after the marriage of her son, Mr.
from 9:30 to 12 o'clock will follow treasurer. The deb w1:1 give a Aeries
Maurice B. Nash, Jr.. to Miss Flora
the ceremony, at the home of Mr. sad of pleasant entertainments during
Nalle in that city November 10.
Mrs. Hal Corbett. on North Eighth the writer.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Flynn, of
morose
Memphis. were the guests of Mrs.
The wedding Is one of the leading
Informal Lunrheca.
Flynn's father. Mr. R. J. Barber, this
social events forthe autumn. There
Miss Lucie Bruen. of Webb City.
will be a number of oat-of-town Mo., was the guest of honor at an in- week. They have a host of friends
guests for the occasion. Some Pratte formal eincheon on Monday given by In the city, their ?Tomer home to welsocial affairs are being arranged is Miss Katherine Powell, of West come tbem.
Mrs. Paul Eugene Stutz left this
honor of the bridal party.
Broadway. It was a pretty occasion week
to visit Miss Jennie Andersoe
—M-with covers laid for ten.
in Memphis, Tenn., and attend the
ibkioyable Dance.
Miss Bruen and Miss Powell were
wedding of Mils Josephine Hunt and
The younger society boys gave a at scheme together at Monticello semiMr. Allen V. Hill in that city on
dance at the Knights of Pythias hall nar's., Godfrey, Ill.
Wednesday of the coming weeklast gvet:Mtge _it was an enjoyable afMrs. David Van Cu:in left this
tetr-with fifteen couples present. Mrs.
Complimentary lioa_rarry.
week for Louisville to visit her
Jetta Hobson was the chaperon. The
Mr. and Mrs Joseph L. Friedman
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ion B. Salle
germeti was denee.4 durine the even- gave a box patty at Kentucky theeand attend the wedding of her ,inter.
Miss Flora Salle to Maurice B. Wash,
'711111111ffilliffillIN1111111111111111111111111111111s
Jr., In November.
Mr. David Kotler went to Cairo
, his week with a Nashville pleasure
For Polite Correspondence
party on the City of Saltillo en route
The isarts included
Ito St. Louis.
Miss Anne Rhea and Miss Frances
!Harris, of Nashville, who were Palmier visitors of Mrs. James Koger in
Paducah last summer.
Miss Luck Bruen will leave for her
nome In Webb City. Mo.. the coming
week. She will he accompanied as
rat as St. Louis by Miss Marjorie
.ecott, who is en route to visit Miss
We are anxious that every lady in Paducah that uses goo I
1nne Etritling in Fort Worth, Tex.
writing material should know about our stock. A,s a special
:aid they will spend a few days with
maznet for trade we offer a special cloth finish paper, latest
school friend, Miss Elsie Martin, of
.'abanne Place. Miss Bruen and Miss
correct style packed one quire in a box at
Scott had intended leaving this week
and visiting first in Alton, Ills but a
19c p Box
death In the family of their friend
there caused a change of plans. ReThis same paper has always brought '2;•c. heretofore. This
turning from Texas, Miss Scott will
until
October
only
27th.
offer good
visit Misses Elise and Frances Obeare
on Washington avenue, St. Louis.
The Rev, David Cady Wright, of
tbis.city, scored a Moline success in

A kRare Treat
Aw.aits
You

a

Special Sale of Fine Box Paper

Something New, Cloth Finish Stock, Correct Shape

D. E. Wilson, at Harbour's Department Store

(Continued on Page Six.)

Special Import
Shipment
of

A
Special Show
of
Imported
Rugs

Oriental Rugs

$2.50
to
$150
Each

-

Special Announcement
E are pleased to announce that we are just in the receipt .of a
special+mpurt—Shiprne-nt of GEnuine- -Oriental Rugs, ranging in
price from $2.50 to $150.00 each. Among this assortment you will find the
famous Keizac, Khiva,Antique,-Persian, Cashmere, Shiraz-, Sarouk, Bokhara, Shirvan, Baloochestan, Massoul, Carabaugh, Anatolia,, AntiqueCearabaugh, An,tique-Keizac and Antique-Lezghi patterns and makes. You
are most cordially invited to call and see this most beautiful line, as it is
the largest assortment ever before offered the people of Paducah. We will
be pleased to *glfow )•ou, whether you purchase or not. We feel that there
is nothing too good for Paducah, hence this importation.
.*
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The Largest t-touseturnit-ihers in the World.

WARER.00MS 405-407 JEFFERSON STR.EET.

Stomach Distress
Is A
• Danger Signal
Gason.
the stomach, belchings, pains and weakening perspirations resulting shortly after eating are the
signs nature provides as stomach warnings.
The most general and only cure for such ailments
is to promptly cleanse the bowels. If the proper
physic is taken,reliet is almost immediate, but because
the proper physic is not taken, chronic Case,ofconstipation,indigestion, dyspepsia and many other ailments
that are direct:y due to these disorders are set up.
The physics usually taken— salts,pills,tablets,etc.,
do cleanse the bowels hut not without causing a great
loss of strength. The bowels cannot then perform

their functions without another physic and continually
stronger drug is reqnired. lord a dangerous "pill
habit" has been formed.

a

BUY YOUR COAL NOW
Coal will advance Nov. 1. Cars are in great demand, and mines find it impossible to get enough
empty cars to fill orders. The excessive demand
for coal at this time is causing a shortage both in
coal and cars and the sooner you get your order
placed for your %%inter coal the quicker it can be
delivered,

.
r

Dr.(Aldwell Surupjtpsin
has a strengthening influence upon the
bowels and intestines. It is pleasant to
take,does not weaken or gripe,and never
establishes the dangerous habit which
most other remedies do.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is sold
by all druggists at so cents and $T .r)0 per bottle.
Your rnonapy back if it don't benefit you.
•
POPSin Syrup Co., Monticello, DLIT.S. A.

Guy Nance,

1=57

M. Nance, Embalmer
Lee Nance. Jr.
White Ambulance for Welt and Injured Duly-

CIUY NANCE ec SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
Old Phtsna f•99
Now Phone .334.
Open laity and Night.

Delays will be expensive to you, so order now:
Luzerne Coal is the best produced in Kentucky.
We are exclusive agents.

Barry & Henneberger
BOTH PHONES 70

CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at

Oiauber's Stable.
We are troacly for all
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kinds of hauling.
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vice of a year or more M tbortnighly
familiarise the councilman with abi
duties, and teach him to be wary of
tricks. At the end of their first term
the emincilulan and alderman
are
graduates in the municipal echool.
If they' are honest and faithful their
value to the municipality will be increased to an untold eztent the second term. It is in the constant shift:tig of public sentiment that the city
so often Imes money and piestige.
The professional politician in public
office, while always making the best
of every personal advantage for his
own gain, keeps in totecT with the
public feellag and guides his conduct so as not to fall foul of any powerful influence, The members of the
present general 1-0(111‘i1 have kept
their eyes on duty all the while.
They have cut down the tax rate,
built streets Mud sidewalks, and gutter% aud sewers, drained pools, improved the lighting plant and protected the city's interests while promotiug its healthfulness and appearawe. and the people oT Paducah are
entitled to another two years of title
beneficent administration,

CIRCULATION STATF:MENT.

firlYeallft EVENTIM
,

COBURN SPEAKS
TO BIG AUDIENCE
(Continued From Page One.)
suited in that country sending 11.4 the
seed they cannot sell at home. The
beautiful blue grass from which Kentucky is so famous, is adulterated
largely' and tbe cuotomer cannot
tell whether he is getting the pure
article or not.
Track tiardeniag.
Henry S. Berry, of Owensboro, K)
delivered a lecture on "Truck Gardening" which It would have benefited every McCracken county farmer
to have heard. He traced the history
of truck gardening, and told of its
modern proportions. The first point
In truck gardening is earliness on
the market with your stock. People
will pay wel for early vegetables.
Wet mil is not good for truck raisiii4
The richer the soil the faster yeses.
tables will grow, and the faster they
grow the more tender they are and
the more palatable.
Potato growing has been .revelutionized b.s the new second crop In
the same season. This is done by
planting the tiecond crop from the
seeds obtained from the (Ina crop
The potatoes from the second croe
are much better than the first crop
Attention should lie paid to the
market and each
grower should
ispeciabie on 'those few
vegetables.
berries or fruits that his soil will best
grow, lie said that now the south
feeds the north in the spring, and the
north feeds the south in the fall.

it is fortunate that all differences
between
tile delegates representing
September. 1906.
the upper •tid lower Obio river were
1..
3381
17
3975
settled amicably iii-the OhTo Valley
.3885
13
3948 con Veil(ion al Portsmouth. it has
4
.3373
19
3942 become the custom in Anierica for
.2830
20
s931 delegates to anything to consider
themselves as representing their own
:3917
22
3949 little sectiour. and to strive in ever .3913
3933 way to secure their share of the ben24.
interests
10
„8931
3929 efits, regardless of the beet
26
concerned. Having got their
11
.3900
26
393,5. of all
share -of the swag.- they can go
12
.3911
4019
27
home to their constit tifirin-end say,
28
13
.39:0
4045 -see what we have brought you..14
3992
4003 But it is; a simple matter of common
29
15
.3965
sense to begin the iinprovements at
Total
98,478 the month of the Ohio river and go
the RICH GI'NMAKER NEM IWATIL
at
up stream, and to begin
Average for September, 1903...3939 mouths( of the Tennessee and Cum"Ikor" W4'111411. Millionaire Nbinuffir.
Average for September, 1901.
3656 berland rivers. The Point ts this.
curer of Cleveland, Stricken.
If the improvements are made first
in the upper river, only that small
Increase
233
Cleveland, Oct. 20.-"Doc" Beeportion of the river population "vim; above the improvement tan en- man, the millionaire gum manufacPersonally appeared
before me, joy it. while if it is made in the towel turer, who retired
several years ago.
this bctober 1, 1906, E. J. Paxton, river the whole trade from mouth to is near death at his rooms in this
general manager of The Sun, who at- source is benefitted. There too, the city For two months he has been
Silas that the above statement of the importance of the Ohio river trade falling In health and lately his lucid
e.-ealation Of The Sian for the month Increases toward the Mississippi. We moments have been rare. A few years
f September, 190G, ts true to the have talked "Pittsburg to Cairo" so ago he mid out his business and relorm that we have come to look on tired.
He was separated from his
best of his knowledge and belief.
that as the natural and obvious vete His Income is $50.0410 a year.
PNTER PCRYEAR. Notary Public.
course of the improvements, whereas
it -should be Cairo to Pittsburg. Ely
3.2415 Divorcee Pending In Ohio.
My commission expires January
all means begin the work at the lower
Columbus. O., Oct. 20.-There
32, 1908.
end of the river where It will do the Were
1,202 divorce suite on the court'
remit good and where we may get the
dockrts of Ohio at the opening of the'
benefit of it.
Bally Thought.
year ending June 30, 1944; .6.43'7'
"To be is better than to have."
new suits were brought. 4,481 deHenry Wattersoe's predi# Hon
cree, granted, and
1 759 refused
so years back that the "Pert
BF:PUBLICAN CITA TICKET.
This left I's
divorce suits pending
paragraph must go" is not borne
at the close of the year.
out by the suddea advent of a
City Judge- 'Emmet W Bagby.
daily string of them in his paper.
Blacks Ordered ,Out.
Aldermes.
Milwaukee Sentinel.
Casey, In.; Oct. 20.-Enraged by
0. B. Starks, E. K. Hel, John FarDear' Dear' How funny this
alleged advances
made by John
reeds
ley, W. T. Miller.
The '•paragreph'• was
Johnson, a negro cook, toward
born in these columns aase made
C'svencilmen.
white waitrees at
a
hotel where
them its abode for tieventy-sia
First Ward--Johri W. Reboot.
both are employed, citizens have or-that is. slime the advent
years
dered the leack population from the
Second Ward J. M. Oehinchlaeger.
of George I). Prentice. its father.
city. No open threats are made and
Thild Wald -11, 11. Wells,
Mr.Watterpon spoke of the"pert"
none art' needed. The negroes are
Fourth Ward-H
W. Katterjohn.
paragraph, the "fool" paragraph.
I
leaving promptly.
long term, F. S Johnston, short
not the paragraph of wit, wistertil
dom and humor --Courer-JourTrituble Street Let.
Fifth Ward--Samtiel A. Hilt
nal.
13.est Home buying bargiee on the
Neitliti d ii the Sentinel.
- R. S. Barnett.
street. north side between 9th and
Sehogoll Trustees.
loth, $lruo rash.
recent
converts
a'
at
First Ward J. J. Gentry.
Zionist
Matiy
Whittemore'.. Real Estate Ascetic!".
meeting.
Dottie
It is claimed. received
fRecond Ward J. K. Bandurant. the -gift of tongues." and spoke in
Third Ward
H ('. Hoover.
Miss Olga Llst has returned after
strange languages. That nitraele Is
Fourth Ward Dr. C. G. Warner.
not beyond belief. Ever since Dowie a two months' visit In Chicago
Ward- -Enoch
Yarbro and instituted his Zion movement he has
YOU DON'T. NAIVE TO Wails
John Murray.
impremed It on the converts from
Every dose makes yos feel better. Lax Fos
Birth Ward-- - Cant Ed Farley.
the beginning that money talks in kems veto whole insides right Sold we the
Zion, and its language is universal. eleary-heek Was ev•rywhere. Price ho eta".
tie is only fortunate that the oli
MUNICIPAL ISSCE.
inemlieis of Zion did not receive the Row the Mood Flow Affects
Health.
There can be hut tine lemur. in a
"gift of tongues" when they. were
Few people appreciate the necessimunicipal campaign to
which
no talking about him while he was In
ty of keeping the blood lu every way
specific finest ion of economies Is Mexk.o
is good condition if they would have
raised, and .n
whieh niSrials ate
good health.
seeking re-eleceen the record
of
BETTING Itelti)%1E.44 LIVF.1.1".
these Medals. This is the
There are two factors in diseatei.
In the counclImanic and aluermanic
which, by an endless variety of ehan_
St in Padipah, and the linell.wii0QP Three m one it., Hughes Still Pee. gets and combinations define
every
%milieux Ni-is York (kids.
_names appear on the ticket poeted at
departure from wirmal conditions.
our masthead, stand pat on their recThese are the BLOOD and the
ords. The personto.: or the opposing
New York, Oct. 20.-Betting on NERVES
They sustain life, and
ticket cannot figure in a logieal, fair the election became more brisk and
END it.
thinking mind, unless that mind Is some large wagers were made at 3
The blood grime maintain a steady,
dissatisfied with the reeord made up to 1 on Hughes for the governorship.
In the life of the pieeent general Odds of I to 3 were
made that swift and equal flow or bad conseilium-H. Newspapers of all parties in Heghes will carry Greater New York. quences follow. Every organ and tisthe city have had nothing but enco- Usually the Democratic canlidate in sue must get its right share of blood,
to I no more, no lees. Stop it and the sysmiums sad congratulations for the Growl r \tic York Is a 4 intern is soon poisoned with accumntwo boardn since their organization, favot .•
and y est...eddy arid Imlay their praislater] body sewage, and lack of propeslug In the-news and edlto.
er notirlshment sets up, headaches,
vial
uoilis of Pv,
tired, worn out sensations, no life,
'rY Paper
rah, There is involved in this issue
to energy a..T; other kindred ailiron, Hien the mere rewarding of
ments
11.. individual members of the genMight the blood flow, and they all
-eon r
1%71!atTifuieeriice.
leave.
More work than glory. Is in an elecThis is the Osteopathic theory. It
tion to a count ii board. But citizens
merely goes back to the beginning
for the welfare of ther city, when
of dimease. It finds most disease is
they have secured a general council
associated with an abnormal blood
composed of representative business
flew,
men, who have made a clean record
Especially during the fail and winfor pr/igreee and economy', shott1.1
ter months Is it necessary to keep the
see to it, not on: that an expression
blood now right. Exerelee of the
of encouragement Is registered, but
right wort is a good stimulant for
that the council is continued as long
There are just a few of these
lies it perseveres in good work. That
circulation, hut the dry hot air treatis the way you do in your business.
ment, followed by the Osteopathic
S1.701 shirts left-they are
If you are succeesfel When an emtreatments, which I am giving with
going fast-tonight closes
ploye reeattes you, you keep him. Ansuch marked good results, is the best
other may- promise as well, may be
treatment yet discovered.
the sale. These shirts were
as Intelligent, but may not prove as
Why? Simply becatiee they go to
111.5)
---are
made
to sell for
aatirfactory. The same logic applies
the basis.
to city affairs. only In a greater de61.50 shirts, you get. them
Conic to see me at any time and I
gree. In a mates private lotainees,
can easily satisfy you that I can soon
however, for
when he emplios a new assistant, he
build up the run-down system, while
Is there to direct the employe until
you are attending to your usual ditthe latter learns his work. Municipal
ties. I shall, too. be Wearied to refer
business is an untried tic:d to the
you to people you know well who are
4sew offittial and there Is no one to
enthusiastic in their Pralfes of the
guide hint, whom he can trust. He
luta to deal with Interests that have
treatments.
public for
been dealing with
the
My office hours are troll 3 to 12
hara and these interests have tried
a. m and 2 to 4 P.
ZYlliCCO)
yes to attend tO their end of
SPLOAD
DT. G. B. FROA019,' 116 banana,
Illineartione. It regorres tie serSIMI SORb ant
Phone 1407.
•
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Rudy, Phillips 4 Co.
219-223 BROADWAY

A Problem SolVed
keep a school boy or girl, or the infant, in
HOWhose,to without
having to darn them quite often, is a

9,•

if

problem for the mother who has not consulted us, and let
us put the best hose for the money, that can be bought, on
her child. Then she has done her best in the buying and
will be rewarded with less darning and better looking hose;
hose that will wear longer than any she could buy elsewhere.
We will be glad to solve this problem for every mother
with the items that follow below:
Boys' heavy ribbed, iron clad, triplicate knee, heal and toe,
guaranteed Black Hose, sizes 5 1-2 to 9 1-2, per pair
Misses' small ribbed Hose, twisted chain, extra weight,
guaranteed solid black, sizes 5 1-2 to 9 1-2, per pair.
Boys' or Girls' good weight, large ribbed, double knee
and toe Hose, sizes 5 1-2 to 10, per pair

15c
15c
10c

Boys' "Rough and Tumble" Hose., extra large ribbed and heavy
weight, triple knee, heel and toe, guaranteed black
and perfect made hose, per pair
Infants' Woolen Hose, all colors,
per pair.
Ladies' exceptionally good weight, reinforced top, Hermsdorf dye, black guaranteed hose, at
Ladies' extra heavy black cotton fleece lined Hose,
per pair
Ladies' double fleeced lined,- ribbed top, guaranteed Black
Hose, per pair. ..

25c
25c
25c
15c
25c

In a finer and thinner grade of Hose for Ladies, lisle; and silks, all
colors, we lead in exeelitio-nal values
at

$1.50, $3.50

Rudy, Phillips

Co.

1111111-223 II/ROADWAY

"huh Vard

Firth

Tonight
$1.50 Shirts
for
One Dolllar

$1.00.

O

Suggestions as to
Underwear
days grow cooler you are thinking of your winter
AS the
suits. Have you thought of your union suits or your
separate undergarments? Did you know, to have your top
clothes fit perfectly, your undergarments must fit perfectly?
Besides the looks, don't forget the comfortable feeling derived from a perfectly snug-fitting undergarment, or the uncomfortable feeling of a baggy or binding undergarment.
This is a problem that we have solved, offering you the most
comfortable garments known to manufacturers today. Our
garments are all made on perfect lines, conforming to your
body, neither binding or bagging and with perfect elasticity
at all points; made to fit and give comfort. Let us make you
comfortable for the winter.

Ladies' Union Suits, gray, white, medium and heavy weights, exceptional garments
50c to $2.00
Misses' Union Suits in white or gray, picked fleeced lined
Children's Union Suits, same as Misses' garments

25c to 50c
25c to 50c

Children's and Misses' separate Undergarments, Pants and Vests, in gray or
cream, heavy or medium weight.
25c

•.

Ladies' separate Garments, Pants or Vests, white or gray, all weights,
for
25c to $1.25

Ladics' Wool Vests or Pants., in gray, white or scarlet, a garment.

$1.00

Better grade garments, Union or separate suits, in lisle finished otock,
for
.
50c75c$1.00 and 4i1.50
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HART'S NEW HEATERS

Methodist.
NOW IS THE accepted time for
Parties sending in accounts of see
BROADWAY--The Rey
1'. J. you to look about your tire and tornateal etertainments is iii please- sign Newell, pastor. Children's services
at
them, or, The sun is ill not publish 10:30 o'clotk a. in. Sermon on home do Insurance, as fall and winter are
waling. Remember the old and recommunications sent in that are not missions at night.
Program for Children's Day serv- liable Friedman insurance Agency.
signed.
OfficeNo. 128 South Third street. Of
ices Song by school., No. 27.
Have just reached here. They possess
(ice telephone No. 940.
Residence
Keep on the sunny side ot life.
Social Meeting.
many points of merit not shown in all
phone
No.
Prayer-The
1581.
We represent some
Rev. T. J
The open meeting of the Church
"A Young Church -goer
Furnishing society of the First ChrisVivian of the oldest and beat insurance COM•
stoves. New ideas of forcing the draft
panicle, which are paying their losset
tian church will be held Monday af- Leeper.
• • #
to the exact point needed to bring quick
Miss Floyd Swift's class.
ternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. J. M.
promptly. We protect your interests,
-Graccinia's
Looking"
--Ethel
Buckner on Jefferson street. All the
Os- and you better be safe than sorry.
and continuous results, producing the
ladles of the church are invited to born.
Give us a call.
greatest amount of heat from a given
Song
by
school-Who Will Follow
be present.
FOR RENT-One side of store
Jeans.
quantity
of fuel.
"M'hat Christ Said"--Ruth Leeper. 428 Broadway. Phones 1513.
Entre Nous Club,
Floral singing of exercise by classCLEANING and pressing neatly
The Entre Nous club ia called to
es of Misa Smith and Mrs. Kennett. done. James Duffey, old phone
7111-r.
meet
on
Tuesday
morning
Emissive assay-toat
10
"True to Our Own'. --Ella Burton.
Et
/
0
(j Emissive Restly-tso'clock with Miss Lillie May %%InFOR ROUGH wood work ring
Wear Sive
Wear Stitt.
Mrs. Young's class-Flower drill.
stead of Washington street, to or1793 old phone. W. L. Williams.
"Children's Day"-Ethel Richle.
*ADUC P÷
317 Broadway
317 Broadway
ganize for the winter. All the memROOMS with or without boar.?
Rainy Day Brigade-Classes of
bers are requested to be present
726 Jefferson street.
Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Smiles and
Mies
Ham.
WANTED-- Good
second
hand
Rev. J.. D. Kirkpatrick, a
well
"A Call to Service"-Franees Curd. range. Call old phone 1440.
• the attention of a physleian this
Song by school-No. loll.
morning and will tomorrow be buried known minister of the Cumberland
WE - HAVE Fireman's Rubber
Presbyterian denomination, who has
Collection.
in Oak Grove cemetery.
LOC.IL LINES.
Boots at $4.00 the pair. None better.
•
Not only have heat vints in abundance
been a resident of the county for
Graduating exercise couducted bes. Rudy, Phillips & Co.
--For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Years, left on Wednesday to make his %Lim Luella Smith.
but are radiators, circulators and de- Our customers are our best adt•iiit SA-LE -Edison phonograph
home in California. He will join his
Reception into church, by pester.
vertieers. Ask your neighbor. Brad- isens. Messrs.
flectors
of heat. They arc also under
34
and
new
records.
%1'illiam and Wallace
Apply %V. E.
Benediction.
-Just received a shipment of ley Bros. Phone 339.
Kirkpatrick who are now living at
complete control of the dampers,
TRIMBI.E STREET-The Rev. W. Cochran, 44)5 Broadway.
Stacy-Adams, Stetson, Edwin Clapp
-Born to Mr. and Mrs. John Mc- Riverside.
W. Armstrong, pastor. Preaciiing
FOR RENT-One apartment in
which saves fuel and gives the heat only
and Douglasa Shoes. Regular price Fadden a daughter last night.
Mr. William M. Walker, the form- morning
and evening.
Sans Bond
' Flat, Possession Novem-We have the exclusive agency er policeman, has returned from
$6.00; our price $3 75 and $4.00 at
when needed.
M1S5IONS-The Rev. Mr. Davi- ber I. W. E. Cochran,
Ike Cohen', Pawn Snop, 106 El. See- for the Glohe-Wernicke filing cabi• Memphis where he is employed in a speaks at the Littleville church,
and
FOR
-New
SALE
foundry.
6-room
house,
He has been !II.
nets and supplies. Call on us when
ond St.
•he Rev. Mr. MeCarney at the Tennice home: a good investment. Call
Miss Ida Levy bao returned to
tessee street rhurch.
--Born to Mt. and Mrs. Jack ou need anything in the line. R. D.
at once 1621 Clay
Owensboro after visiting Mra. Jacob
}limber, GIS Tennessee street, a sun Clement & Co.
Luft.
FOR -ittNt-Fere room cottage,
-Rev. T. C. Gebauer. state Sun--Taxpayer's whose
names apEpiscopal.
Mrs. M. }layout and daughter.
with bath 1036 Madison street. Apassociation
school
day
field
worker,
GRACE-Til
pear in the official delinquent list in
e Rev. 0. C. ‘Vright,
Illss Louise Haynes, of Lothaville,
rector. Holy communion 7:3e. Sun. ply Dr. P. H. Stewart:
The Sun may have their names will give a stereopticon exhibition at are in the city.
De J. S. Troutman his returned lay school -Rally Day" services at - FOR -11AMBURiiittiS -and Hot Tasoicken off by paying their taxes. As Hebron church in Rowlandtown on
Monday, October 22, at 7:30 p. m.
Parents are urged to he pres- males go to "Shorty's" 111% South
from Boas Station. where he had
they are paid ins names are taken
ant at the rally.
-Old Reliable Carterville, Ill., been called on
Morning prayer Third or 127 North Fourth,
professional
business.
„Out of the paper.
washed nut, and egg coal Is the
Mr. William B. Hardy, of Louis- old sermon 10:45, subject, -St. AnHICKORY WOOD-Phones,-old
drew." The rector is anxious that
-Miss Mamie Baynhain yeeterdaY cheapest. Bradley Bros. Phone 319. ville, Ky., will arrive
today to visit every
member of the church be pres- 442, New 598. Delivered promptly.
was taken to Yazoo, Miss., for treat...
-The naval recruiting station will the Rev. David C. Wright.
ent et morning prayer. Evening E. E. Bell & Sons.
•
at for peritunitis
She will enter close this afternoon with
Mias Laura Anderson. of Arcadia,
onlY five
prayer and sermon 7:30. Hector's
a sanitarium. Mies ilayuham is li- applications here and at Cairo. Two returned
•
FOR RENT- Three unfurnished
last evening, after secedBible class Monday 4:341 p. in., subbrarian at Carnegie library.
were enlisted and three were reject- ing a few days in Woodville, Ky.
The pi ice's nett),
lest, Second Epistle to the Corinth - rooms for housekeeping. Apply at
-Fire sale of wall paper. Kelly ed from physical disabilities. The re•
Mr. Evan Prosser, traveling pas1107 Monroe street.
December
31, 1906:
& Umbaugh. AU papers at half cruiting party will leave at 6:15 senger agent for
the B. and 0. railROOMS FOR RENT-One
fur- GOLD SHELL CROWN 22k $3 no
price, 321 Kentucky &vertu,. Phode o'clock over the Illinois Central for road. Is in the city on business.
Germs..
nished and one unfurnished. Mod- GOLD FILLINGS
00
Springlield, Mo.
665.
Mr. George Rawieigh, the drug1.1•THERAN-The Rev. A. C. n- ern conveniences. Old Phone
SILVER FILLINGS ...
ROTH PHONES 548.
.50
--City
subecribtre_
..
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Singleton.
Thu.
.1.,
4th,
Monroe and Itadlion
every hox. flood for eczema, totter, 1fenson. Mrs. S. P..
Robinsen. C. W. Jones. 10th and 11th
21 92
4 74
11th and Tennessee. Ms
1 RI
Skelton, J. W., 21S N. 6th St
Robertlion. Kate. Walthinprton, 7th and 0th
42 44
73
7 56
honk cuts and bruises and especially le. dge,, 3 4'.. :21 R. Mk Of
Skinner, T. C.. 41h. Humanoids; and 4144041r.P.
James,
5th_
Robertson,
744
R
3
77
114 rnittn. Elisabeth. fecruitain Park
6
05
1 34
J. g 417 Willie St
recommended for piles.
3 61
Sold
by Messily. Mrs. c., 5th and Jackson Rt.
3 62
Smith, Nathan. Pountain Park
Ills
Jones,
Mrs.
Ith
C.,
Shaw.
and
14
AT
Henry 47.. Mayfield Road
Itilke.
$ 2 21
3 44
ttmith, Ed., 6th, Broad and Elizabeth
Lang Bros.
Simpson. Linda or Mamma. Mill ft
4 Oil
iii•ey, Phil. 7th sled Boyd
1 It
Smith. far. Wash. 1661 Broadway
firnalley. Jame., near Mrs. Beyer
13 TS
ilickeraon. -----. Little's Add
2 43
22
2 0
78
1
Smith, J. P. and wife, Broadway, 12th and Path
St
Husbands
Martell,
Smith,
III
26 60
Iliggins. Mary. Sowell's; Ave
4
Iss
Smedley,
4th.
Hiram,
Tennessee
and Jones
Spriggs, Sarah, Tully Add
Midelicis Cause Fire.
15
02
ilirschliffe. T. El.. Fountain Park
I 79
Smith, Ida May, Lincoln Ave
Stringer, W. IL. Treater Ave
5 09
15
3
2 6
9
4
1:0
5
The No. I fire company was caned Ilielclin. N. ille. Chamblin and Murray Add
$ 44
tfoweli & King. 1-3 acre near A. Conner
Stanley. Jane. near Terrell'.
23
Homer, It. H.. Weed gad
93
:23
Mediae, FL. 4th, Norton and George
to the Howland restaurant on lower 1-goeb. r. W. F.. 12th and liarriaon
7 40
Steed, Belle, 1111 N. 11th at
3 63
Stewart. R.
Hays Ave
3
41
1 111
Kentucky avenue near Second street, Holbrook, M. J., Harrison, 11th and 12th
Spaulding, Mrs. Joni., 4th. Burnett and Flournoy
Talley, 5., 324 N. 10th St
1 36
Wit. W. A.. Clay. 14th and lath
2 13
6 94
Spark. Lou. Asheraft
yesterday afternoon. A boy of four Holland. Sam E., 7th. Boyd and Harris
Tandy, Page, Chu' St
1 96
6 06
4 40
Stewart, Dr. Iff T., Madison. 16th and 17th
4
Int
Ranh C.. N. 13th Rt
Thomati.
Mary
ii,,ateter.
A..
Ave
Woodward
1 AI
years waft playing with matches near
it 35
Stegall & Potts. Bernhelm Ave
Thomas, Harris, Ilfh and Washington 815
2 05
iloerber. P. C.. 4th. Boyd slid Burnett
9 611
I lit
Steed, henry. 11th and Jackson
the curtains upstairs. The curtains liabbell, Mrs. C., Chamhiht Add., 0111 Jefferson
Barris
hears,
Thorttp•on
1051,
and
soya
4
74
1 34
Stewart...8nm. for children. 13th and Washington Ma
1 II
Tucker, Chas., 1041 8. 5th Mi...
1 111
2 24
caught and when the firemen arriv- lierrnan. Emma. Madinah. 15th and 13th
Story, Rufus. Bridge Pt
6 .711
Turner. Jag.. 416 Jackson St
Husbands. Kra, 8, F... Elisabeth fit
91
r. 44
Stanie,y,
Mason
M..
near
4
17
John
Arts.
4th
and
Jefferson
ed the names bad spread to the bed. Hutcherson. M. T., R. 9th Pt
1 112
4 13
Sutherland. tt.
Wheeler Add
Watkins, Metzger Add
2 45
i RI
The riesbanda, Wm, m., iN.R),2 1-2 acres near coal tip
Ti.. bed, lothes were burned.
Sutherland Mrs. Lena, Jackson. 11th and lea
2
31
Washington, John. 1211$ R. 4th RI
13 47
Bushell. Geo. V.. 1369 R. 9th illt
4 23
Swanson. C. F., Jefferson St
3 77
damage 1. light.
Wallace, Minerva.
St
12 44
Hatcheraon, N. I., Guthrie Ave
I. IS
Steberson. Frank. Madison At
05
Watson, Albert, 1211 Monroe St
3 AR
liughea. J. W., R. 4th St
2
14
2 ?
444
Sande...von. R. 1., 11100Ndleid Ave
4
II
Waite, A. 11214 N. 4th St
Ii 611
Hudson. J W.. Monroe. llth and lith
Smith, Nick. Asbraft and Powell
4
94
Matt
of humane
Impulftee, Harter. J. A., Wheeler Adel
Web!), Allred. 1214 ft fitb Pt
Many a
1 91
3 44
Sewell. J. rt. tertlem Ave
4 22
J.
W.,
Webb,
8,
10th
St
Mollie, Meeltanicsburg
9
44
!lemon.
4 34
who would not willingly harm a kit- Harrel. c.. Broadway. 24th and
04
White, Vick, Broad Alley
rilt
it 74
Tatum. David, Thurman Add
31
White. Stoke Broad rah"
$ 1 40
ten. Is guilty Of cruelty where his own Huhluard, 6,741 C., 4th awl McKinley
Taylor. P. V. back of KlIgore's
9 49
2
la
Klvira,
Wimberly,
164 Woodward
1 71
Ilyntan, L. H., Weft/ Brosilway
1 23
Terrell. Fletcher, Washington. Ath
5th
RI
concerned. Overdriven.
stomach is
Ii
Jordon.
Willson,
R.
4th
34
Thomas, J. L., Went Mad
Os
Williams,
Diemen.
Thos..
Tony,
1229
2d, Norton and George
Ft 10th St
2 23
Overworked, When what it need/ii
Thompeon, John C.. 747 Jones St
61 22
6 44
Dink.
631
St
5
Itemap, John. 24 read Washington ate
Terrell
94
1:9 44
Thomas, H.
heirs, Harrison, 4th and 7th
4 111
Wiligulis. Lacy. Cleveland Ave
Nulith lit
2 12
something that will .digest the food ie. y,
2 31
Thompeon, 0 W., Jackson Pt
45
It'oolfokk, Watt, S. 13th St
Jame*. Albert
2 10
311,
6 Baleen Ave
9
$ 2 55
Troutmnn. .1. 11V Tettneaate Pt
2
al
eitten and help the stomtu'h to Meru- Jones, J. T., Atlanta St
above
proyerty
The
lists
21
44
having 4en returned to the Auditor
Troutman, J. E.. 1334 A. Ath Si,
4 23
as
delft,(plant, will be Jiggered for Pule at the Ctty Hall door on
4 23
Tulle', Ave
Soinelhing
Kodol fot 'tampion. Lt.
perate.
Thompson, Mrs. Luella NentileitY AVe
Monday. Norni.,
/ al
ve
IL•
19,
06 at 10 0',
31 11
a m.. by the treseur:r
Jo, neon Kenn
Muth nde
Yti
ta NM before that
Hitlitie%ille Road.
*4
Thonagoon, R.
Dyipeplia that 11 sold by Lang Bros !Johnson, at
4
71
'
1St: and AJnotes 'Bran
A .EX KfRKLAND, Auditor,
.
75
TatiMaill, C. K., illnkleville Road
Paducah,
IL
Ky.,
October
16,
1145.
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0;iii MUNICIPAL DEAL ON LOWER RIVER WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
)t:With Ed
SWELLED THE SUM WORK, WILL BEGIN
ON AT THE NOVEMBER ELECTION
Tools
BY HENRY SETON
-

MERRIMAN

Meer of - Do Somas,- "Ilsea's Goner."
"from Oss Worelise Molthoz.-

•• A nil
Made Abnormal Showing Paducah And Evansville Del- REPORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND W ATER COMMITTEE (IN NEW CON ••••
Saute Week Last Year.

egates Win Fight.

TRACT tlETWEEN THE usTe OF PADUCAH AND THE PADIetAll
WATER CIAMPANv.

Copyright, UK by tirrper At Brothen•
I
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Hine tleariugs This Week Would oleo Vailk•y Improiemeist Conseutiou
With Durnovo, au"
Owing to the fact that the contract the proposed coutract of $e6,630.
Ends In Harmon' After the
Lie turned toward the half breed,
blitt•eiel
ere is Not for
existing between the (ity of Paducah
There is nothing contained In the
Struggle.
palming.
This.
and the local-water vlonipauy for fire propoded contract changing the rights
"And Dtinuovo is the Ulan I want,"
hydrants expires during the current of the city or those of the water comwelgiiing each word.
month it was •ititeninbent upon the pany under the original franchise.
fitirnovo's right hand was In his jaeket pocket. Seeing Meredith's profferell MEIll'HANTS
ARE OPTIMISTIC SAUNDERS FOWLER AN OFFICER general youucil to negotiate for melt The city still retains the right to pursalutation, he slowly withdrew it and
service covering the remaining period chase the water company's plant KC
%book handm
which the fraractiliw• of the water the expiration of each five year period
The flaideorlastred was still In her
company still has to run, to-vilt: In accordance elth the terms of the
Mr.
S.
A.
Fowler
has
returned
eyes when Jack Meredith turned upon
'Bank t lemmings
$ 720179
original franchise.
from the Ohio
Improvement. elghtek-years.
him with aggraratiug courtesy
The
Sante last jest.r
.... 1,231,1105
After several conferences between
This committea has also competed
association contention at
Portspleasant, half unite' glance wandered
the
light
and
joint
water
the
rates contained in the proposed
committee
mouth,
0.,
where
tram Durnovo', dark face very deliba
resolution
giving
Decrease.
.4 3011,210
the lower Ohio river preference in and the officers of the water competes:
erately down to his jacket pocket,
'
7 contract with those In effect in 127
witere the stock of a revolver wag ImThe decrease In bank clearings the future.improvements by the got- a scale of rates for fire hvirauts was other titles for the same class of serperfectly cont•ealed.
from the saute week of last year Is erunaeut was adopted. On its face agreed upon by the committee and ve* and finds the proposed rater low"We were getting anxious about
not so startling when it Is remem- such a tesolutiou would never have the water comPattY
Them' rates er than those paid by any of the
Yee." I* explained. "seeing that you
bered that at that time, the public gone tblough tie! convention wen- have bees ewhodisial In a contract cities. The approximate average ct,
did not nome bark. Of course, we
out doerruined work on the part of
knew that you were capable of taking utilities In the city changed handl the delegates trout the lower section which will be submitted to the gen- per hydraut in the number of cite
in
a
deal
involving
eral t(tuned for such action as the meat:trued *lame Is $48.
$600.000.
That
rare of yourself."
of the river. For tne largest ana
wisdom of that tody naiy determine
The rates referred to were submitHe was still lookitig iuresesently at amount substracted from the total moist powerful
interests on the Ohio
the telltale jacket pocket. and Dur- will give the normal clearings for
If the proposed contract Is favorably ted by the local water company and
are
located
between
igmisville
and
uovo, following the derectlaa of bid the week, making it. 8631.195. In
acted upon by the iteiteral council,
committee assume that the figPit(*burg,
glance, hastily thrtiet his hand luto it. that case, the clearings this week
voles of ures are
be
submitted
to
it
must
010
correct. The list of the
In
view
of the fact that nmet of
"Ben one can weer tell with •;would exceed the clearings for the
the city at the text election and Cities with the rate paid in each Is on
treacherous; climate like this what a same week of labt Year by $93(7x 4 t the improvements on tne river In
affirmatively ratified by not less than file with this committee altd anyone
day inay bring forth. However. I eau
The week has been uneventful in tde past lied been made on the upconOld to find you looking so very fit."
the financial and Dustiness world. The per Ohio, the delegates from Padu- two-thlres of the vote then ca -t (Won desiring to verify the figures
Victor lttirnovo gave an awkward niercaauts report the fall trade cah &hi; backed up by Col. Posey. of the question before a contract be- tallied therein may have the omen:little laugh, extremely conscious of the i steady and large. October being one Etansville, fought for the resolution tween the city and the water com- 'unity of doing so at any titue.
and with success. When the work is pany van be finally executed.
factory clothes.
It should also be borne in mind
of the best months. The traction
started, locke and dams will be bull,
"Oh. yes; I'm all right," he said. "I company will make
It Is therefore worth while for the that until a new contract i• entered
further improve.
was going to start this evening."
men s along Broadway by doub:e at Mound C:ty, whielt will give a re voters of the city to carefully con- into bsteeen the city and the water
The girl stood behind them, with a
foot stage all the year 'round from
tracking, and the other public Inssider the terms of the pi:opened con- company, that the tales charged It
Buell slowly fading from her face.
that point to Cairo. In addition it
movement
with the building operatract before casting their %tots at tise der.the relating contract will mats,
There are some women who become
will make the *Tennessee and Cumsuddenly beautiful, not by the glory of tions, railroad shops, rivers and berland rivers accettsible in those coming election, and if it appears lain. The only alternatives offered I
Met the proposed contract is to the to escape front the old rates are
a nesutiful thought, not by the exalta- manufacturing concerns. complete montha usually of low water.
tion of • tarty virtue, but by the were the circle of prosperity and activity
advantage
of the city, then to register either to make a new contract or to
Mr.
Fowler
the
was
of
elected one
practical buxom flush. Jack Meredith, In the city.
viteepreident, of the 0. V. 1 A..aud their approval thereof upon their bal. I discontinue the service, the latter, of
when he took his eyes from Diumovo's.
course, being quite enpossible.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct
20.--The was Jowls on the program fur a lots.
glancing at Jocelyn, soddenly bowels),
Therefore thi. comuettee has no
speech iu the contention. The conIn order that the voters may have
bankers'
committee
report
on
the
aware of the presence of • beautiful
plan for currency reform was refer- tention was the moat largely at- an opportunity to become fully ad- hesitation In recommending to e
14'01111m
The (eines Was past, and. if Jack red to a committee to be appointed temled in the history of the associa- tilted regardieg the terms of the pro- general council and to the voters
which tion. In the Portsmoutti, U., Times, posted contract a copy of the tense Is the city of Paducah that the proknew It, so also iiki Jocelyn. Ike by the execvAlve council
knew that the 'imperturbable gentle- shall confer with the New
York among a number of caricature herewith submitted which reads as potted coutract be ratified
manliness of the Kieglishman had con- chamber of commerce committee and eketches made of the delegates in follows:
JOINT imuiT AND WATER COMveyed to the more passionate West •ubmit a plan for the enactment into one of the hotel lobbies, there is ode
-Section 1. That the City of PaduMITTEE.
of
tee
Major Ashcraft who Wes in
Indian the simple, downright fact that law by construes The plan as preh. Kv.,AgLeee to rent *Ail does
iiileTIFIre'1111111111 if-robot there ettlieite arnlecrl-dirsIror thetirp-ro.ntmela lerdttreiredwiegareen. -11firjur .
Cimino Notice.
Paducah Water
be no raised voice, no itebing fingers, of a non-partisen currency commis, an Mr Fleury Petter.and wife stop- bereby rent frotn
company, Its successors and assigns.
McCracken Circuit Court, C. A. Isno deals of fiery eyes.
sloe of seven by the president, to be ped over in Loulaville on the way
ill) bell, plaintiff, le petiteon in equity,
"Yes," he Aoki: "that will suit me confirmed by the senate, the tromp- back Mr. Fowler and Capt. Mark four hundred and eleven
splendidly. We will travel together." tioler of currency
double
nozzle
are
hydrants
now
tie- F. 0. Rudolph, administrator of Adto be a member; Cole arrived home last night.
He. turned to JocelLe.
tablisheil in illed_Site Wel period
die_lio tie deceeSed,.eic,defenda •s.
tistre--eretitt-or clearance -eu
"1 hear your brother), sway?"
Ordered that this action be refermay he issued by any national bank work. while the lower parts have e!ghtbeh I list )ear• from the Patteage
"Yes. for a few days. lie has gone
or a majority of national banks of be considerable repair work on the and final approval of this ordinance red to Cecil Read. mister ten.tm Bup the (nest."
boilers of the Hartireg.
after an election by the people ma almier of McCracken Cirtetit court to
Then there was a silence They both any city upon application to the
The
Kentucky
will
get
away
this
hereinafter provided. The annual take proof of assets and :lilted:es of
tommission,
in
any
amount
not
la
panteed, helping each other as if by
prearrangement. and Victor Durnovo exceed fifty per cent of the bone evening at 6 o'clock for the Tennes- rental for each of Lead fire hydfalite. tile estate of Addle Howei e deceesee
which the city of Paducah hereby and all persons having ceiens
emelettly felt that be taunt go. He roe* secured eireulatioa outstanding. The see river.
Work on the Joe Fowler and John agrees to pay for the first ten 1.10/ said estate are required to pieperly
atel picked up the whip which he bad prot,elon ie made for on such currenand 'ears of sited terni. eibtil: be twenty verify and file the satne. before Buil
dropped on the matting. There was ty. regulating its issue and retire- Hopkins is advancing rapidly
they we: be ready to go back In
no help for it-the wilted wills of theme ment
($20.001 'doilare slid the auntiki eoluanissioner, on or before the 4th
their old trade now occupied by the
two people were too strong for him.
rental for the remaining eight fill day of December, 1906, se: they wit,
Jack Meredith passed out of the reHenry Harley and Duubar, in a
years shall be fifteen ($15.00) doll- be forever barred from Le-Art.114 :toy
made with bine murmuring something
short time.
*how giving him a leg up. While they
Plans are being considered for :are, unless the *aid city shall sooner claim against the ameta Is the hands
RIVER NEWS
were walking round the house Victor
ihe operating of a new line of freight purchase water company's plant, witb of F. le Rudolph. admin.atret tr of
Demo'o made one of those hideous
and par/Roger steamboats trout St. six (e) per cent interest upon defer- said estate unadministered: and ell
mistakes white' one remembers •1t
Louis to Chattanooga. The promoter red peywents. The payment* of said persons are hereby enjoined eel ccthrough life with a sudden meth of
is a St. Louis Wan
having several rentals *hell be made as provided in strained from collecting their claims
warm shame and self eentemie. The
boats running on tin.' Tennessee riv- the original ordinance contract
against said estate except 1h-.1.gh
River
Stages.
very thing that was uppermost in his
Ordered that this order be
"Section 2. All additional hydrants this sult
fltiro
16.4 41.4 fall er, And being connected with various
chatianooga
7.1 0.1 rive companies engaged lu the trade on on extensions of mains that may be publiehed in the Paducah Nifty Butt
Cinetnnatl ... ..11.7 0.6 fah the Miseeislppl. Ohio and Tennessee. erected hereafter by the Paducah as required by law
ans..111.
fat, The boats would have to come front Water company. Its successors or as9.8
Given under my hand as Cielk of
Florence
4.8 0.3 Irate St Louis by way of Cairo and Padu- slips, as provided in the original or- said court, this, the 11th day of OcJohnsonville
7.6 0.2 fall cah. The trip is a long one, and dinsuce contract during tpe said
tober, 1906
Louisville
5.1 0.2 fall some doubt Is expressed as to the
eighteen years, shall be charged and
J. A. MILLER, Clerk.
poesibility
profitable
of
competition
Mt. Carmel
1.6 0.0 st'd
provided
111 section one
paid
for
as
BY R. B. Hay, D. C.
Nashytite
10.4 0.1) st'd with the railroads. Tne original itsJ. W. Egester, Attorney.
Pittsburg
5.7 9.9 rise tentlon was to run In connection hereof; but at the expiration of tt
Davis Island Dam
railway. and t lot years from the time this ordt
0.5 rise with the Southein
Notice to Contractors.
St. Louis
7.1 0.3 fall while this may ultimately be carried Thence snail have been finally apMt. Vernon.
Bids will be receited by the board
9.1 0.3 fall out, negot,latioas to that end have proved as set out above, all the then
Paduvah
10.3 0.3 fall Wut so far been successful.
fire hydrants shall be charged and of public works, until Wednesday.
paid for at the uniform rate as above October 24th, lega, for the conThe river is failing steadily. The
Offiltial Fomenters.
provided a-nd the contract therefor struction of the freloveng streets, by
gauge this morning registered a
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt. shall expire at the end of the eighteen grading and graveling of same its per
stage of 10.3, a fall of 0.3 In 24 Vernon not much change during the years fixed in section one.
Plana and specifl •ations on file in the
houru. Ilusilueles at the wharf was next 24 to - S6 hours, with generally
city engineer's office.under ordthances
"Section
this
ordineace
3.
Before
quiet with few arrivals and depart- a falling tendency. At Paducah and
providing for these improvements
ures.
Cairo will continue falling during the shall become effec'lve It shall be subClay street front Seventeenth to
mitted
to
a
vote
of
the
qualified
Tne Georgie Lee was late arriving next several days.
street.
Nineteenth
voters
of
the
city
of
Paducah.
Ky..
front Memphis yeaterday,itbeing s b
The Tennessee at Florence will
Twenty-second street from Trimfrom Memphis yesterday, it being rise tonight and Saturday. At John- at the general election to be held In
11:3U last night before the freight sonville no material change during said city on the 6th day of November. ble to Mildred street.
Twenty-third street from Trimble
was handled and the boat left for the next 24 hours.
1906, the said vote to be taken la the
St manner sad as provided by law for to Mildred street.
Cincinnati. For an up trip. the GeorThe Mississippi from below
uls to Cairo, very little change the stemless:on of public questions to
gia Lee had a good trip.
The board reserves the right to reWhile the railroads are struggling during the neat 24 to 36 hours.
ject any and all bids
the voters of said city.
with the problem of ear shortage, the
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS...
"Section I, This ordinance shall
boats are having their own troubles
F()Ii kiii(IT
Br-Dr. J. Q. Taylor Secretary
take effect and be In force from its
with the barge supply. The demand
L. A. Washington, City Engineer
Passage approval and ratification by
for barges, especially by the tie To Keep Coal Thieves( Out of Illinois
October 13th, 1906.
the qualified voters of the City -nf Paboats, is far beyond the supply. The
Central Yards.
ducah, Ky.. and a written acceptance
-Enter, young man," he said dramat- boats that own thetr ovrtutgrges kre
Street Car Franchise for Sole.
of Its terms and coadltioss by the
icallij.
finding their rupety tnsufficleat whet
A shotgun patrol has been estabOn Friday, the 2Gth of Oetober,
mind to be avoided suddenly bubbled the boats that rent their barges, are hulled in 'the local Illinois Central Paducah Water company filed with
to his lips. almost, It would seem. In having the number of trips that shop yards, and It will be a sorry ex- the clerk of the city of Pacluesh. Ky., 1906, about the hour of 141 o'clock
defiance of his own will.
Might be made, cut down because Perlenee to the first coal thief who within ten (111 days after the official a, me at the door of the City Hall, I
"What about the small - the small- they cannot secure barges. At Joppa comes within its limits. With a long certificate of its approval at tho popu- will offer for sale a street car franpox?" he asked.
chise, for a term of 20 yeartesseeerdthe situation is becoming acute an barrel shotgun across his shoulders lar election."
"We have got it wider," replied Jack the ties eannot be handled as fast as Dick Tolbert, special day policemen
At the present time the water com- ing to ordinance recently passed by
quietly. "We hail a very had time for the towboats bring them In, and that at the shops, walks about the long
pany has installed for the use of the the city council.
three days, but we got all the eases has caused s large number of
barges line of cars in the yards. The police- city Ill fire plugs, which under the
The ordinance is on file In the AuIsolated and prevented It from spread- to'
be Gee up filled with ties. Two man uses pets instead of shot,
old contract are rated and coat each ditor's office and can be seen by those
ing. Of course we could do little or
towboats spend their time exclusiveThis sale is
desiring to purchase
year as follows:
nothing to *aye them: they died."
Thanks Him for Picture.
Durnovo had the air of a whipped ly at Joppa handling the barges, as
1541 fire plugs at $40.40.. IG,000.1:10 wade subject to the approval of the
Hon. E. W. ktagby, president of the
dog. His mind was a blank. He sim- a switch engine does with cars In
900.00 Genera; Council.
30 fife plugs at $30.00...
ply bad nothing to say. The bnmllla- the railroad yards. Hundreds of cars library hoard, has written a letter of 231 Ore
The city reserves the right to rte
plugs
at
$25-0il5,775
(00
are loaded each week there for ship- acknowledgement to Mrs. Henry
tInts of utter self contempt was his.
Respectfully,
ject any and all bids.
presentatioa
Nunn.
for
the
of
the
ment
north.
it
would
be
a
mint
for
-Yon need not be afraid to come
A.,YEleER.
D.
$12.675.4/0
Total
picture
of
nib()
castle,
Carnegle's
Paducah
to
have
that
business but
back now." Jack Meredith went on,
she Is on the wrong aideof the river. Scotland home, which came from •Ueder the proposed contract this Mayor of the cityrief Paducah, Ky.
with a strange refinement of cruelty.
And that was all he ever said about
The Bernice arrived from the Ten- leobert Porteous now of ledinbitrgli. samece would cost the city but
Notice
It.
nessee river last night and peobably
18,2ili.00 for each of the first ten
A happy thought,Mrs.AustIn's Pan- years of the contract a Raving upon
Bids will be received at the office
"Will it be eonvenient for you to will go to Evansville to try to get
meet me on the beach at 4 o'clock this barges. The scarcity on the rrver of cakes for breakfast. Ready In a jiffy'. the number of hydrente now installed of Architect A. L. Laasiter for conafternoon?" be asked when Dttrunvo barges is handicapping the Indepenof $4,155.00 per annum and for the crete work In Lang park up till noon
was In the saddle.
dent towboats.
The only satisfactory way to get ten year period a saving of $44,- Tuesday, October 22, 1906. _Plans,
The' HenryHarley came in from out of a love affair la to keep out of 550.00.
profile and specifications may be seer,
"All right; 4 o'clock."
Evansville yesterday. The Dunbar It before you are pulled La.
For each of the last eight years at above office. The board of park
He turned and deliberately went will arrive sometime today.
which the franchise has to run, the commissioners reserves the right to
hack to the bungalow.
The Buttorff will arrive Sunday
cost for 411 hydrants would be $6,- reject any and all bids.
(To be. Cs unused.)
night and leave Mnaday at noon to.
Board of Park Commissioners.
165, a saving to the city Of $6,510
Clark svill,
D. G. MURRELL, Pres.
sa,ota
of
for
the
or
annum
Per
pieesereee
land_
A new way of handling smoke0.0•01t• Onion D•••f.
The percentage of
GEO. W. WALTERS. Sec.
entire eight eears of the franHint la, lasul mulew crop of grate( - stack': lane been di-aired on the Fred
AI wars He Matt prite ninny luck motets
chise, malting a total saving to the
itt In this country 22. In Vreeland It Hartereg. The upper parts *re eUS111.egular h4.ela BSc
city betweet the existing contract and
Subscribe for The San.
pended In tbe air - on light trellIs
la 74; is Oeralmey it tawbout to,
- emirs

1
i
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A.
Timely
Suggestion
At this season of the year
use a

GAS HEATER
It will add immensely
to your

COMFORT
As an auxiliary to your
coke furnace you will find •
it invaluable. With it you
can make your dining
room, sitting room or bed
room comfortable at any
hour when your coke fire
is insufficient.

AT rial Will Convince You
Mail us this coupon and our
solicitor will call.
-

t Name
Address

THE PADUCAH LIGHT AND POWER CO.

•
451VA,
•
10,

_/.1.1".Mt

- crizerrayir
C A*,77R•••lr

. S.

Perfect
Control
Over
Fire

More
Heat
at Less
Cost

The fumes which ordinarily arise from the
fuel and pass unburned tip the chimney in other
heaters are all consumed in the Wilson on
account of the celebrated Hot Blast 1>own-Draft.
will proWith a given amount of fuel the
duce about twice the heat of any other heater.
The dampers are so constructed on thc Wilson
that you have perfect control over the fire which
can be regulated to throw out an enormous
amount of heat in a short time, or the fire can
be held at a moderate heat or by closing the
dampers it can be held at a faint glow for a groat
length of time.
If you have a Wilson your rooms may be
always kept at a healthful, even temperature.
Sold Exclusively By.

HANK BROS.
218 Broadway

TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar officesdouble offices especially adapted for dentists.

American-Gelman National Bank
227 Broadway

ENCASH KITCHEN

Subscribe for THE SUN and get the news

while It is news.

I f'
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BANKERS

ON PURE FOOD

The Value
of Dandelion

l'OMS111*TEE
NOSIINATES °F)"!. R. M. ALLEN SPE.%Kti AT l'OCKT
HOUSE TO MERCHANTS.
OF .iSSOCIATION.

IN easburo Man Is State Vien.fereat. Insert-tore Wall come to Paducah aunt,
Violstious or Lein Will Be
,tinier Cities Geedeal mod'
Big Places.
ts

The following list of oflicersr was
nominated by the nominating cowIalttee of the Americau Bankers' asSeellation:
President—G. S. Whitson, vice*resident of the National City bank.
New York City.
Pint %lc* Presideut—J. D. Powers, of Louisville. vice-president Citizens' State bank, at Sliddiesburo,
y.
Members of the Executive Committee to represent the State ANIOCIatioa—r. 0. Watts,Nashville. Tenn.;
Clay H. Holiaiter. Grand
Rapids,
. Mich.; C. Q. Chandler, Wichita.
Kan.; E. C. Caainberien,' San Antonio. Tex.; Fiederick Kasten. Milwaukee. Wis.
Members of Executive' Committee
at Large—J. A. Lewis, St. Louis; K.
if. Curtis, Boston. D. A. Culver, St.
Paul. J. K. °Mel, Atlanta. Ga.;
John T. Tienery, Pawnee City. Neb.
Members of the Executive Committee to represent Sections:
J. Wade.
Trust Section--Featur
St. Louis: Phiiip S. Babcock. New
York: A. A. Jackson. Philadelphia.
Savings Bank Section—Byron J.
Latimer. New York: Lucius Teter,
Chicago: John Johnson.
Welter
Clearing House Section
Hill, St. LOUIS. Fred E Farnsworth.
Detroit: August Blum, Chicago.
The vice presidents of the states
incinde- ths following:
Indiana—W. E. C. Galt, Indianapolis.
Keutucky—PhIl1p T. Weltens, Ow-

R. M. Aleln, secretary of the stato
pure food commission, spoke to the
retail and wholesale grocers at the
county court house last night
on
pure food and its regulationts. There
were Mall) others present not directlY
connected with the trade.
Mr. Allee pointed out the advantages of selling pure food, and the result of the sale of impure food. tic
stated that many Paducah grocers
were selling impure food and that his
inspectors would follow
his
visit
here, investigate and prosecute. He
stated, however, that the inepeotor
will give merchants every opportunity to rid themaelves of their present stock of goods.
Mr. Allen left for his home in
Lexington at 1:2:i o'clock this morning. He will shortly go to Washington to assist in organizing the 'Teopeople's Lobby" bureau. The purpose
of such a bureau is to secure pure
food legisiat.on and to weed out pro
torsional trust lobbista.
Notice.
Having sold out to Orr & Nlartin,
all parties having claims against
firm known as Cash Grocery- company please call and present same.
CASH GROCERY CO.
By J. D. PULLIAM.

A happy thoughelfricAustIn's Pancakes for breakfast. Ready in a Jiffy.
enshoro.
Teuuessers—Wes:ey
„

Dratie,Clarks-

Rudy, Phillips If Co.
219-223 111140AiDwAv

Duplex Spotless
Steam Shrinker
Advantages

Ol:TOILER 2101,,

Fine Tailored Suits
for Women

We want you to try at our expense what Dr. Edward's Dandelion Tablets an
Pills will do for the cure of your particular form of sickness, so we offer you a t--"
oackage frog, cf cost. We do this because it is the right way — the only fair wu,
convince you that these remedies will positively do all that is claimed fallIthem. V
are satisfied of their genuineness, because we spent thousands of dollars for t!
privilege of putting them on the market. We possess indisputable proof that thr
have cured thousands of sick folk - that they will cure you also if you will only b
them at our exoense. Our offer places you under no obligation whatever. becau.
we pay fcr every trial package that is given away. All you have to do is to cut ot
the coupon and present it at the drug store named below.

What Dandclion Tablets
and Fias Are.
Everybody knows that Dandelion is the
lost valuable of ad
remedies.
Nell Dr. Edward's Tablets an,: Pills are
imply COMM )3 dandelion Tataxicum)
• coneentrstil form combir.ed with
tber hymens inerectients of purely veget'ills matter. They are one of the very
•sr proprietary mcdn_uics endorsed by the
:algal protege in.
If your physician
marls to knew -.mat these preparations
satain, have him write us and we will
lastly send him the in:ormation together
nth the name of the expert chemist who
uperintands their mr_nufacture.

Stomach Trouble
The Tablets are the best to use in cases
of Stomach Trouble which take the f...rr.
of Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Sour Stomah,
etc., became they tone up the system and
stimulate the flow of gastric juice, th...3
very effectively'auding the digestive organs
to perform their praper functions. Their
mildly cathartic action ako relieves the
stomach of all refuse and undigested
matter.

Kidney Trouble
and Rheumatism.

All Kidney trouble. arid nearly every
case of Rbeumatitsm Is due to the reser-ice of uric acid in the blood. Dr.
Fao-Simile of Label on Box.
Edward's Dandelion P1113 throu;:h their
direct action upon the Liver
and Kidneys restore those
organs to a sound and healthy
condition. The urn: acid then
gasses away through the
naturalehannel and the blood
becomes pure again and flee
Clink
tiom all poisonous matter.
Cassrimntri
We only guarantee to cure
Win AM tai7gy
Rheumatiim when it is
OLSSASES. EfidtuittuS
caused
by the presence of
fronrixes Sec XL Dams
uric acid in the blood. We
or Tre eroloAtn hsc sontil
have eared hundreds of casts
-SCHENCK CHEMICAL CO.
because this is usually the
V.
eaLW YORK
cause ofrheumatic affections.

Liver Trouble

Diseases Cured by Dandelion Tablets and Pills.

Tiirour,h their direct and immediate
action L.1-on the liver Dr Ed ward',
Dandeivon Tablets and Pails induce a
natural flow of bile. Tlas relieves the
Con st;pation
co-igeste.1 condition of the liver and enab;es it to perform its important work oi
In constipation the tablets act at. a maId keeping the bowels sed stomach in a
-atlatiruc; the Pills are slightly stronger, heal:hy condition.
vet both tablets and leas a& upo a the
mucous membranes of the ir.testines,
Nervous Trouble
Amiens their aftion is nhaalut.17 aloe
Ind atom far this reason they'never gripe ' It a well to remember that disordered
it canes the lean discomfort They are nerves are nearly always caused by a
:qualty good for children ea well as adults, disordered stomach. We do not make a
because they are a tor& and do not specialty of nervous troubls,unle•s they
produce any unnatural condition of the are caused by stomach ir
:het. me
Matter.
cure them permangrely.

Ihn4r tare;•

Wholesale Distributors 4'
,I•to-gioi•-••• ?ewe! Distributing Co.. Wellsville, N. Y.

Style, quality and fine tailoring characterize these
Suits in a most pleasing manner. In pricing them
we emphatically demonstrate our ability to offer
high-grade wearables at extremely popular pricts.
The materials from which they are made are the
most popular and desirable kinds.

Prices $12.00 to $40.00

Voluntary statement made by IV
A. 11. Sanborri. manager for ti

Children's Long Coats

Williams Manufacturing Ca
makers of the famous Weliingtc
Visible Typewriter.

Heavy-weight Cloth Long Coats, cuff and collar trimmed,

ages 6 to

$5.00

14

$10.00

Fancy Mixed or Plaid Cloth Box Coat..

Masa, April 1..;.
To SCHENCK CH:ANIMAL CO.
Gentlemen:
Have tried many kinds of remedial for an
s1 pause but have never foui.d anything th
gives such quick aid Vv•siit.t re.:ef as ic
1)..ndeion Pi:la. Your Dandetion Tablets h
ta °van an •scellent re:ator fur the tilannac
Lot my wife and myscif.
Now that I have found the Dandelion remedo
in • more condensed form wail save rra tl
trouble &going into the fields and aida,nd
the dandelion plant and preoar,nc it MY•CL
soon as the boxes are Meaty shell sand '0,mew
unless you advise me at which M.( t.eel OR
get them in Boston.
You may say that this word of resorneneoda
lion is NOT•paid letter as mass If tlamot
for advertised medic Ines.
!Signed, A. H. SANDCR
Boaton

Cloak Samples
Sathrday, the 27th, a representative from a large
cloak house will be here
Igith his line of samples.
We will be glad to have
every one wto 's interested
in cloaks or suits call.

Corset Fitting
For a few days, cotnmencing

November

1st,

Mrs.

Greatrix, an expert corset
specialist, will give fittings
of the celebrated Redfern
Corsets.

Smart and Fetching Fall Styles in Millinery at Popular Prices.

Both Tablets and Pills sok
by all Druggists. Price 25e.

Rags

CVT OUT THIS COVPILY:
Please give be bearer

Silk Petticoats.

We are offering a very at.We have several hugs
made from remnants of ' tractive line of black and

^

trot tpir.I package Dr. Edward's Donn.
delion TaL'ets.
I A. 4. D. C I

assorted room

cloves in
sizes.

All very cheap.

colored

Silk

Petticoats.

Prices £3 45 to 115.00...

W. B. MTHERSON
DRUGGIST

L. B. OG I LVI E & CO.

Paducah, - • • Kentucky.

Agents for Buttcrick P.Itterns,

A TIP

No puckerinv of thc goods after making.

See Bradley Bros.

No wrinkles at all in your dress.
No spotting by water.

About Your Winter supply of

No running of colors.

-COA L-

No shrinking of the garment.
No sagging of the skirt.
A garment is not reliable that has not
been sponged.

,Sole agents for the old reliable Cartersville, Ill.
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 339

We charge only 5c a yard for sponging.
We shall give a demonstration all next
week.
Come in and sec for yourself.

J -ti. heiniark i
The 'texas Wilt*
Cares all kidney, bladder and rheu
matte troubles; sold by J. H. Pohlschiaeger, but Broadway, Dr. E W
Hall. office 2926 Olive street, St.
Laails, Ito

Thu 'roma of the 'roma.
'at Thu Kentucky Tonight.

GO TO-

—

PAGE'S RESTUARANT
For quick lunches.

Short orders a specialt
iiive us a trial.
IPACIE'S, 115 South Third St

f,.r Tliti Mut..

I

HEALTH AND VITALITY

1L-+ 7E4.. IbLIZIer.T.111
MIRA V elfleiltler73. ./m/rILLIII
far serva
prosurstioa and al. diseases of the /Merit
OrglIMI Od Wilier MI. Mel Ila Nereuea pr,..e.n.ti,,a. ralnas et Loss Ihesbood
IV=N409,1 Emlwilotet. Yostithti Xirrii-e, strIsksi
sw um,
se warn.
Med to Cooarotioe and issasit.• Zen evs
Material mammt

which
iFfEll Vila r"„Artrirerracalirr... ,..,11.rr."7.„
MOLD BY ALYEY

&

LIST AND

G. C. C. KOLB, PADUCAH, KY.

ADVERTISE Is THE SUN

Paducah's Big Department Store Off of Broadway
WHO PAYS IT?
great
value
If it takes 15 to 25 per cent of
Broadway prices to pay Broadway expenses, who pays it? A
store's profit begins just where
its expense ends. See?

••
••

Its run for the public; lives up to its promises; keeps faith with the people; distributes the best
merchandise at lower prices than is possible in Broadway stores with Broadway expenses. Now conducting a
style-showing,
-giving sate. Superb Millinery, Stylish Coats,
Nobby Coat Suits, Faultlessly Fitting Tailored Skirts, Plaid Taffeta Silk Waists, New Dress
G)ods, Silki, Trimmingi and other accessories, Hosiery,
Underwear, Blankets, Comforts, etc.; the best of Shoes, Men's and Boys' Suits, Furnishings
, etc.; Carpets, Matting., Floor Oil Cloth, Curtains, etc;
,
GREAT NIILLINER1. SALE.
compared with .Broadway prices for WASH AND WOOL
DRESS GOODS. now here. Also Fashion Sheets and distinct businees, but
,.
The great sine. of attractive Miliin- the name materiils, style and workeach one works
A great exhibit:0g and sale of the The Designer. Yearly subscriptions
for the ultimate good of the entire
-en at inspiting prices continues.
mamishIp.
most stylish wash and Wool dress tor The Designer has been -reduced organization. We want you to Nine,
(*harming hats, wealth of beauty.
The coining week to be a week of
look around, make comparisons and
rich
broadcloths, to only 5(Isc.
artistic at -lea. The Smart and Jaunty, extraordinary value giving in wo- goods including
let your own intelligence tell. you
Plaids, Hennettas, mohair!. Sicilians
large, niedium and small shame], men's, Mynah Coats, nobby
CLOTHINEPA
G D
RTMENT.
Coat
and *Alger popular fabrics.
how notch we can save You 111 WWI":
stunning effects. the best ideas of the Suite. faultlessly fitting
Tailored
Compare our men's and boys' suits Clothing.
Furnishings, etc., here.
world's leading milliners. itsd priced Skirts. Plaid Taffeta SEit %Vitiate, silk
DREAN GINOHAMS.
with Broadway prices.
at prices not possible in Broadway Petticolts, Furs and Clidtdren's coats.
Sonic very special prices this week
HIGH.
GLASS
SHOES KM WOMEN,
This store carries a great stock,
stores with Broadwa yex
nos,
iw
More styles
of garments made out nI
at be, Ti'.Te X Ise and iric a LD
yard.
REN AND MEN.
bityli in large quantities,
figures dlPADUCAH'S MAMMOTH GAMIN:NT of mme kinds of materials priced at
NOVEMBER FASHIONS.
rect with manufacturers, pays net
Most ever)thing you want in lout
DEPARTMENT Volt WOMEN.
prices not obtainable in. Broadway
The Stan'dar'd Fashion company cash, gets inside prices and gives
its wear will be found on our men's and
The greatest display ,of woinee's stores will be found here.
We are new improved hIgh-eItots, stylish. per- patrons the benefit
-I A
of its savings. women's shoe baicony, priced at
wear in Paducah.
showing a marvelous assortment for feet fitting patterns for
November This is traoly a Clothing Store. Each prices not
The privet; are really surprising a town the size of Padneah.
given in Broadway stores
'are now here. Only be, lec and lc depantenent Is run ah a
separate and wiTh Broadway expenses.
_

Harbour's Department Store 41

North Third Street
HALF SQUAR.E FROM BROADWAY

1

